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Executive summary

The REDD+ policy process in Ethiopia aims developing a framework that isfirmly embedded in the country's development plan and in an increasinglyenabling political environment. The country has been implementing itsReadiness Preparation Proposal (R-PP) since January 2013. Among the variousactivities planned for the readiness phase, the development of a national REDD+strategy is one of the most important milestones. The core of the nationalREDD+ strategy is the need to curb deforestation, forest degradation and relatedemissions, while considering the local livelihoods and preserving highbiodiversity still found in Ethiopia for the future generationsThe overall objective of the study was to provide the building blocks forpreparing Ethiopia’s REDD+ strategy.The study assessed direct and underlyingcauses of drivers of deforestation and forest degradation, while consideringdrivers beyond the forest sector and their relationship to land use activities. Thestudy included assessing the REDD+ environment for potential policy andinstitutional gaps, increased carbon removal potential through afforestation andreforestation, a range of cross-sectoral reforms and strategic options to beprioritised in the REDD+ Strategy.The sub-national consultations and socio-economic data collection effortsfocused on the regional states of Amhara, Tigray, SNNP, Benishangul Gumuz,Gambella, Afar and Somali. Oromia was left outside the scope, as more dedicatedstudies already provided coverage for that. The existing secondary data sourceswere identified, reviewed and complemented with the socio-economic field datacollection campaign. The kick-off, mid-term and final workshops were held toexchange information and to get validation feedback from various stakeholdersto enrich the study methodology and contents.Livestock free-grazing and fodder use, fuel wood collection and charcoalproduction are the main sources for emissions followed by farmland expansion,land fires and construction wood harvesting at the national level. There is largevariation found in the driver importance order by forest types and regions. Thelarge-scale investment agricultural schemes and extensive timber logging alsoplay a significant role in some regions. The underlying causes of deforestationand degradation are population growth, unsecure land tenure, lack of sufficientoff-farm work opportunities and poor law enforcement.The major constraints to the REDD+ implementation success are related to a)lack of land use planning, clear land/forest tenure, and land administration, b)serious institutional shortfall at all levels, c) lack of sectoral coordination,particularly horizontally, and d) severe lapse in enforcement of existing laws.Most of the regional legal frameworks appear to give adequate pledge to protectlocal community rights including their participation in decision-making, butenforcement and implementation of the regional and federal laws were found to
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be poor in many regional states. The forestry institutions remain weak from theperspective of effective REDD+ performanceMost of the regional legal frameworks appear to give adequate pledge to protectlocal community rights including their participation in decision-making, butenforcement and implementation of the regional and federal laws were found tobe poor in many regional states. The forestry institutions remain weak from theperspective of effective REDD+ performance.To overcome the current shortfalls in natural resources management and toenable effective REDD+ implementation Ethiopia should conduct the followingcross-sectoral programmes and policy reforms:
 Positioning family planning in the central sphere of development to reducepopulation growth and pressure on the natural resources.
 Developing forest ownership/tenure law which is fair, stable andunambiguous with clear rights and duties (state, common, private).
 Legalising or recognising customary rights of communities over forests andwoodlands and enhance the capacity of informal institutions to the extentpossible.
 Developing perceptive legal instruments (policy, law and regulation) thatconsider Participatory Forest Management as the main “pull” of forestmanagement in the country and to develop or amend the forest law.
 Political recognition that local communities are crucial for the REDD+process and its successes, and they need to actively participate in theconstruction of legal frameworks operational undertaking affecting theirlivelihoods.
 The Federal land administration and land use agency together with itsregional counter-parts should take leadership in the land administrationprocess. For this both a policy and a proclamation need to be developed.
 The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) implementation authorityshould be retracted from different agencies and place it under the Ministryof Environment, Forestry and Climate Change (MEFCC) regional extensions,while the federal office should assume a monitoring and evaluation role.
 The policy direction of forest development of a country, as a long timeventure, should be revised in line with REDD+ objectives and safeguards,and consider both societal material needs as well as environmentalconcerns.
 Determining a certain (minimum) percentage of the land (although thismay depend on the outcome of a land use plan) to be under permanentforest cover.
 The Federal and regional forestry and wildlife institutions shouldaggressively push to demarcate and gazette “priority” forests and wildlifeparks in both high forest and dry woodland areas without waiting for landuse plan.
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In addition to the referred cross-cutting and sector-wide policy reforms thenational REDD+ strategy of Ethiopia is recommended to have its foundationinthe three priority programmatic components as following: 1) Small-scaleagricultural intensification through Climate Smart Agriculture, 2) Sustainablefuelwood and charcoal use, and 3) Protected forests and participatory forestmanagement operations:1. Small-scale agricultural intensification through Climate Smart
Agricultureincludes two sub-components, Yield-increasing
techniquesandLower emitting techniques.

Yield-increasing techniquesinvolve agroforestry and zero-tillage for homegardens and open fields as the main elements. The small-scale irrigationsystems play a central role when adopting Lower Emitting Techniques, asthe expected gains are high compared to traditional rain fed production inmany areas.
Yield-increasing techniques could be adopted on 4.4 million and Lower
emitting techniqueson 2.5 million hectares while these sub-componentsinvolve 6.5 millionand 5-10 million beneficiary households. The overallinvestment and programmatic level costs to be covered by the mainstakeholders are USD 60 billion for Yield-increasing techniques and USD 5billion for Lower emitting techniques.The key co-benefits include a)improvedover2.5 million ha, is suggested. The average number ofbeneficiary households is 6.6 million for the yield-increasing techniquesand 5 to 10 million households for the lower emitting techniques. Theoverall investment and programmatic level costs covered by thehouseholds for yield-increasing techniques are USD 60 billion and USD 5billion for lower emitting techniques. In order to achieve this emissionreduction potential the performance-based payments are not required. Thepotential co-benefits will includeimproved livelihoods and well-being oflocal population, b)reduced deforestation and land pressure in rural areas,c) improved and varied nutrition, and d)improved health effects amongrural population.2. Sustainable fuel wood and charcoal use covers the following three activities:1) Introduction and use of energy efficient cook stoves (EES), 2)introduction and use of biogas unit installations, and 3)establishment andmanagement of small-holder and community fuel wood and pole woodlots.Energy efficient cook stoves could be adopted by2.9million households,biogas installations by 0.8 million households and woodlots planted on 1.3million hectares at the targeted landscapes. The overall investment andprogrammatic level costs to be covered by the main stakeholders for EESare USD 175 million, USD 373 millionfor biogas installations and USD1.39billion for woodlots. The keyco-benefits include a) better populationhealth, b) improved livelihood and household wealth situation, and3)reduced erosion and enhanced soil management.3. Protected forests and participatory forest management operations include1)closing and rehabilitation of the degraded forests through naturalregeneration, 2) various participatory forest management operations, 3)
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establishment of commercial timber plantations, and4)assisted naturalregeneration with enrichment planting.Closing and rehabilitation of the degraded forests through naturalregeneration could be adopted on 4.9 million hectares of the high forestzone, participatory forest management operations on 100,000 hectares ofthe high forest zone, commercial timber plantations on 1.5 million hectaresof the forest zone, assisted natural regeneration with enrichment plantingon 1.2 million hectares of the high forest zone and 2.8 million hectares onwoodlands.The overall investment and programmatic level costs to be covered by themain stakeholders for closing and rehabilitation of degraded foreststhrough natural regeneration is USD 896 million, USD 19 million for PFMoperations, USD 2.45 billionfor establishment of commercial timberplantationsand USD 1.09 billion for assisted natural regeneration withenrichment planting.The potential co-benefits while achieving thisemission reduction potential include a) rehabilitation of biodiversity, b)reduced erosion on large areas, c) restored aquifers, and d) organized sawntimber business.The role of participatory forest management can be much morepronounced than mere USD 19 million over 100,000 hectares, as it canform an integral part of the other strategic interventions. Besides theparticipatory forest management scheme can be adopted in scope of thecommercial timber plantations and the assisted natural regenerationactivities on erosion prone areas.Sustainable fuel wood and charcoal usecanalso involve at least community woodlots as a component of theparticipatory forest management agreements.The priority strategic interventions form a comprehensive REDD+ schemepackage where the needs for protection, rehabilitation and management of forestareas are balanced by production of fuel wood, poles and timber. Small-scaleagricultural intensification is expected to reduce the expansion pressure onforestland. Cost-efficient implementation of the interventions requiresengagement and coordination between the agriculture, forestry and energysectors with tourism (i.e. ecotourism and cultural tourism activities),environment (i.e. land degradation issues) and various business developmentinitiatives.The REDD+ scheme implementation body, including the REDD+ Secretariat andall its sub-branches, needs a large number of personnel to administrate andpromote the suggested interventions. Total 1000 personnel are to be employedover 20 years and USD 60 million is needed for operating this REDD+ Scheme atthe regional states covered by the study, including i.e. operational facilities,equipment, various staff and participatory forest management training needs,and transportation costs. When including Oromia the operational fundingincreases to USD 100 million.The overall investment needs sum up to USD 75 billion over the scheme durationof 20 years, while the total net return of the scheme is USD 52 billion evenwithout carbon income. On average each ton of carbon dioxide sequestered
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brings a net return of USD 7.3. These figures consider only the co-benefits fromclosing and rehabilitation of high native forests, which means that the overallbenefits of this scheme cannot be even yet fully comprehended.
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1. Background
1.1. Description of the assignment

Greenhouse gas emissions from deforestation and forest degradation have cometo the forefront of the international discussions on climate change. Since 2005REDD+ (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation,Enhancement of Forest Carbon Stocks, Sustainable Forest Management andConservation) has been gradually evolving and discussed in the context of theUnited Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).Ethiopia is committed to transforming the country’s economy while achieving aClimate Resilient Green Economy (CRGE) by 2025. The CRGE strategy points outfour pillars that will support Ethiopia’s developing green economy:1. Improving crop and livestock production practices for higher food securityand farmer income while reducing emissions;2. Protecting and re-establishing forests for their economic and ecosystemservices, including carbon stocks;3. Expanding electricity generation from renewable sources of energy fordomestic and regional market;4. Leapfrogging to modern and energy-efficient technologies in transport,industrial sectors, and buildings.Furthermore, all the priority green economy initiatives are divided into thefollowing three categories:a. Own initiatives that are planned and fully funded by the government;
b. Supported initiatives that are planned by the government but requiresupporting implementation;
c. Market-based initiatives for which Ethiopia might be able to monetizecarbon credits in exchange for GHG abatement.

The implementation is to be led by the Prime Minister office and a SteeringCommittee at ministerial level. In the CRGE strategy the largest share of the totalinvestment of USD 80 billion has been estimated for the development of powergeneration and transmission infrastructure (48%), followed by the transportsector (29%) and financial requirements for the transformation of theagricultural sector (2% for soil and 3% for livestock) as well as the forestrysector (12%, including agricultural intensification and irrigation initiatives thatultimately create GHG abatement in the forest sector).
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The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, is responsible for thesecond pillar of the CRGE Strategy. In the forestry sector, the government isengaged in the REDD+ Readiness process, with support from the World Bank,among others.Ethiopia was approved as a REDD+ country participant by FCPF in 2008. TheGovernment started preparation of a Readiness Preparation Proposal (R-PP) inApril 2010involving various analyses of the current issues around forest coverloss in the country through a highly participatory process. Officially Ethiopialaunched the REDD+ readiness implementation in January 2013, when theNational REDD+ Secretariat under MEFCC wasthe Ministry of Environment andForests was established to coordinate the process and the readiness phase willbe completed by June 2016 (Figure 1). The national REDD+ strategy provides aframework for implementation and developing an action plan to address REDD+in national regulations and policy reforms in October 2015 before the ParisClimate Conference COP21 where a legally binding and universal agreement onclimateis expected to be made.In February 2014 the National REDD+ Secretariat commissioned the strategicenvironmental and social assessment (SESA) for mainstreaming sustainabledevelopment principles into the REDD+ strategy options. The study is consistedof detailing an environmental and social management framework (ESMF),process framework and resettlement policy framework.The Oromia Forested Landscape Program is a sub-national REDD+ pilot projectaiming to contribute to Ethiopia’s climate neutrality goals following anintegrated landscape approach and supported with sector-based investmentsand cross-cutting policy reforms. The BioCarbon Fund’s Sustainable ForestLandscapes Initiative provide funding up to USD 50 million as performance-based payments for the net emission reductions of a minimum 10 million tCO2net GHG emissions reductions and carbon stock enhancements over a period of10years.
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Figure 1. Timeline of Ethiopia's REDD+ Readiness Process schedule

1.2. Scope of the study

This study was commissioned to assess direct and underlying causes of driversof deforestation and forest degradation, to evaluate the impact of the identifieddrivers at different levels, while looking the drivers beyond the forest sector andconsidering their relationship to land use activities. The study includesassessment of the REDD+ environment (policy and institutional gaps), thepotential for increased carbon removal through afforestation and reforestation
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and recommendations (a roadmap) for the finalization of the national REDD+Strategy.
The study assignment was conducted by Arbonaut Ltd including FM-International FINNMAP and Baseline Surveying Engineering Consultant aspartners, and the expert team of experts from Finland and Ethiopia. The studywas kicked off in January 2015 and entered into the final reporting phase inAugust 2015. REDD+ Secretariat has also provided valuable guidance throughoutthe study.The sub-national consultation and socio-economic data collection efforts werefocused on the regional states of Amhara, Tigray, SNNP, Benishangul Gumuz,Gambella, Afar and Somali. Oromia was left outside the scope, as a dedicatedstudy has been already complete there(Unique Final Report, 2014).The existingsources were reviewed and complemented as necessary based on the socio-economic field data collection campaign. The kick-off,mid-term and finalworkshops were held to exchange information and to get validation feedbackfrom the various stakeholders to enrich the study methodology and contents.The major challenges encountered were related to the huge scope of the dutyand time constraints.
1.3. Objectives of the assignment

The overall objective of this study is to provide the building blocks for thepreparation of Ethiopia’s national REDD+ strategy.The specific objectives included:1. Thorough identification and analysis of the contribution of direct driversand underlying causes of deforestation and forest degradation in thecountry;2. Assessment of the likely future scenarios of the main drivers ofdeforestation and forest degradation identified under different options;3. Identification of the policy, legal and institutional gaps that hinder theeffectiveness of REDD+ implementation,4. Identification and prioritization of strategic options to address the causesand gaps.
1.4. Outputs

The main outputs of the Study were the following:
 Inception report detailing the methodology adopted and the studytimeline,reviewed by the stakeholders and incorporating stakeholdercomments from the Kick-off workshop (held in 16.1.2015);
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 Mid-term progress report, presenting the analysis and the identifieddrivers of deforestation and forest degradation, and reviewed by thestakeholders in the workshop (held in 19.5.2015);
 Draft final report, providing the means for prioritisation of the identifiedstrategic REDD+ options reviewed by the stakeholders in the workshop(held in 14.8.2015);
 Final report, proposing a roadmap for the finalization of the NationalREDD+ Strategy and linkages to the SRM (Sectoral Reduction Mechanism)process and CRGE Facility.

1.5. Steps and tasks undertaken along the way

The inception phase (January 2015)In the inception phase the team coordinated all the work and presented the workplans to the client in the inception report. That report was the guiding documentthroughout the entire study period. It outlined the practical details of how theteam intended to implement the approach and methodology as approved by theclient and agreed in the contract. Each consortium partner described theactivities that were to be undertaken in each step along the way, leaving someflexibility, of course, to adapt to unforeseen circumstances.
The first research and assessment phase (February – May 2015)In this phase following tasks were undertaken:Task 1.1. Identify underlying causes and drivers of deforestation, andassess their magnitude and impact Task 1.2. and 1.3. Spatial land coveranalysis of DD hotspot areas (map) and direct causes of DDTask 1.4 Socio-economic analysis of the underlying causes of deforestationand forest degradationTask 1.5. Stakeholder workshop with training and presentation of the Mid-term progress report
The second research and assessment phase (May – July 2015)In this phase following tasks were undertaken:Task 2. Assessment of the REDD+ environmentTask 3. Study on Potential for increased carbon sequestration or reduction
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Task 4. Report on REDD+ Future scenarios and strategic options
The synthesis and final reporting phase (August-December 2015)In this phase following tasks were undertaken:Task 5. Roadmap for the finalization of the national REDD+ StrategyTask 6.1 Synthesis and final reportTask 6.2 Stakeholder workshop with training and presentation of the Finalreport
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2. Hotspots of historical deforestation and degradation

The Figure 2 shows forest cover 2015 and areas of deforestation since year2000. There has been some loss of forest cover in all regions between 2000 and2015, but the primary hotspot areas of deforestation were in Tigray, Amhara,Benishangul and SNNPR. In overall, the spatial analysis of deforestation anddegradation concludes that the loss of forest cover is greater than the gain,resulting in a net loss of forest cover over the period of 2000-2015.One of theforest degradation hotpots was discovered in the area that runs from North-Eastern Tigray and Western Afar to Eastern Amhara.

Figure 2. The canopy density map (left) and deforestation hotpot areas (right).(Mid-term
report).

Forest conversion to grassland was estimated for over 50 percents of the totalCO2 emissions from forests for the period 2000-2015 (Figure 2). Thecontribution of forest degradation processes was found to be about 14 percent ofthe total forest emissions.
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Figure 3. Proportional magnitude of annual CO2 emissions attributed to land conversion and
above-ground biomass degradation.(Mid-term report).

Figure 4. Proportional magnitude of annual CO2 emissions by study regions.(Mid-term
report).
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3. Drivers and underlying causes of deforestation and
forest degradation

3.1. Direct drivers and agents

3.1.1. Nature in combination with human actions

Most of the nature-based drivers causing deforestation and degradation arepromoted by the human actions, which sensitise land areas, for example, toerosion. On the lowlands land, fires set mostly by human are the most prominentdriver. The lowland drivers of deforestation and degradation arecharacterizingGambella, Benishangul-Gumuz, Tigray, Afar, Somali and SNNPregions. In Amhara, SNNP and in parts of Benishangul-Gumuz land-fires aredeclining, while in Gambella and other parts of Benishangul-Gumuz, and Afar theland-fires are increasing. High altitudes and steep slopes subject to erosion are inAmhara, Tigray and in SNNP regions.
3.1.2. Agriculture

There are several kinds of agriculture schemes and practices, which can be listedas drivers of deforestation and degradation. The most significant one is the large-scale investment agricultural schemes – both private ones and state owned ones.These have been established in Gambella, Benishangul-Gumuz, Afar and someother regions during the past ten years. Their environmental consequences havebeen hugely negative in all cases, while their commercial efficiency can beconsidered questionable in the most cases due to the problems they create. Thenegative consequences relate foremost to the fact that these schemes areestablished in dense forest areas instead of grasslands or other lands with lowertree cover.Likewise most of the small-holder farming resettlement schemes are establishedon forest lands and therefore also environmentally unfriendly. The main issuewith traditional shifting cultivation is excessive application of fires to clear lands.Dry vegetation burn intensively during the dry season and flames can kill treeseedlings and trees. Tree stumps are left in fields and no proper ploughing isconducted. However, the negative impacts can be substantially reduced bypromoting agroforestry practices. The shifting cultivation soils contain a goodforest tree seed bank and there are seedlings growing up among the agriculturalcrops. When these crop fields are disbanded after a few years, there are alreadyyoung trees growing in these fallow fields.
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3.1.3. Forestry

Forestry-related drivers of deforestation and forest degradation are usuallyillegal and conducted by persons who are less aware of environmentalconsequences of their act. The worst kinds are the illegal timber cuttings in thelast remaining high forests which one can blame a number of wood traders for.The need for fuel wood is high in all seven regions assessed, but in Tigray and insome parts of Amhara the cultivation of plantation wood on farmers’ own landhas been able to supply most of the fuel wood needed. In all other regionsassessed there is a huge pressure on the local native forests for fuel wood.Charcoal is another problematic product, as it is required about six times theamount of wood to produce (e.g. 100kg of charcoal, thus 600kg of fuel wood) isrequired. In more developed regions of Ethiopia charcoal is illegally producedfrom natural forests and woodland trees, and most of the charcoal end up to beused in regional towns. Some small amounts are used in the rural areas – mainlyby the charcoal producer households themselves. Charcoal production is anincreasing trend almost everywhere, except in Tigray where control seems muchbetter, and charcoal from Afar is traded to.In Somali and Afar regions charcoal is produced by a large share of the ruralhouseholds as one of the core livelihood income sources(as judged on the basisof two woredas visited).Earlier people have used heavily local acacia species forthe production, but for instance in Aysaita woreda and in some other woredas ofAfar it has been invasive Prosopis juliflorafor a number of years constituting themain wood source for the charcoal production. In Kebri Beya in Somali regionthere are already several thousand hectares of prosopis trees although peopleare still heavily exploiting acacias for its high density and quality during use withlittle smoke.. However, in the other areas of Somali region prosopis has becomethe main woodsource for charcoaling and firewood.This is because prosopis isexploited with little control by the government and also covering large areas fastreplacing the acacia trees..
3.1.4. Livestock

Free grazing of livestock is under change in many parts of Ethiopia towards stall-feeding or feeding tied to a removable pole. Free grazing affects the plains andlowlands. An exception from this rule seems to be Amhara where some minorityethnic groups of people who have still herds of free-grazing livestock. In manyregions our socio-economic assessment gives an indication that the averageamounts of livestock (cattle in particular) per household are declining due tostall-feeding, diseases, lack of own fodder, and livestock raids from South Sudan.
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Figure 5. Magnitude of emissions (tons CO2 /ha) for the identified drivers by regions

Figure 6. Magnitude of emissions (tons CO2 /ha) for the identified drivers by forest types
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3.2. Underlying causes

3.2.1. Population growth

According to CSA (2013), the population would have reached above 90 million in2015, which makes Ethiopia the most populous nations in Eastern Africa and thesecond-most populous in Africa after Nigeria (CRGE 2011). With the currentannual population growth of over 2 percent, Ethiopia will have more than 120million people by 2030. Over the past 50 years poor rural families have not gotsufficient social security support and turned therefore to various other kinds ofsocial security net surrogates. These surrogates have been, for instance, largefamilies, which provided sufficient household labour for family livelihood.Secondly, the families in villages and town communities have to support eachother during the difficult times. The third social security net surrogate has beenexploitable forests, which could provide many goods and services free of chargesuch as wood energy, construction wood, food and fodder, new farm and housingland and drinking water.Now this path has been driven to the limit and in many regions, zones andworedas almost all available land has been taken into household use except thelast remaining patches of forests, which are now under heavy pressure fromdesperate poor families. Such desperate poor families may not have anything tolose when they are encroaching into degraded forests to start up cultivating chator coffee or something else, which is able to secure them a living. For instance, inWondo Genet in SNNP there are every year new immigrants that come from fardistance to settle in the last remaining forests areas.In some study woredas the national government has supported more organizedinternal migration from densely populated areas to less populated areas. Whensuch organized immigration occurs the new immigrant families are providedwith new farmland when clearing forestlands from trees and bush vegetation.There are also demographic issues, which force many households to illegally orpartly illegally cut natural forests and woodlands, which are officially protectedby rules and regulations. In the assessed woredas in Tigray, Amhara and partlyin SNNP region it is not so much the main rural population, but some ethnicminority groups, urban unemployed and outsiders who cut trees. In the lessdeveloped and less populated lowland regions such as Gambella, Benishangul-Gumuz, Afar and Somali the whole population is to an extent involved in fuelwood collection and tree cutting. Factors such as overpopulation, poverty andlack of other income sources are core issues behind the deforestation anddegradation. A special case is constituted of the refugees from the neighbouringcountries, who have fled under chaotic circumstances from war situations intheir home countries. Refugees need fuel wood for cooking their meals and causelarge clearings around the camps.
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Figure 7. Population density map of Ethiopia

Despite WHO claims that the rural family planning programmes have been verysuccessful in Ethiopia, in all of the 13 study woredas the average family sizeexceeded the national average family size of 4.2 (rural areas). In urban areas theaverage family size has been reduced to 2.2-2.4. There is a need to reduce thefamily size of rural areas to about the same level, to reduce land pressure andsocial stresses in overpopulated areas.
3.2.2. Land tenure

As long as there is no real responsibility among the local population for thecommon forest resources and forest laws and regulations are not enforced, it isimpossible to stop another person from exploiting forests. With land registrationindividual households get their rights overland and they can defend them fromother households and outsiders coming to an area to cut trees. Therefore, it isnormally better to provide land for private and community woodlots and localhouseholds, while closing the natural forests from humans and livestock. Theorganized land tenure situation has impacted favourably favourably ondeforestation and degradation. Furthermore, local people with someenvironmental awareness living in an area usually take better care of theirlandscape than the people, who come from outside with economic interests only.The other option, which the government is working to scale up, is PFM throughorganization of the community forest user groups and cooperatives, whichassume the responsibility of managing and using forest resources in accordancewith the agreement they entered with the government.
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Box 1. Drivers of deforestation and forest degradation in Oromia

(Unique final report, 2014)

Unique reports following: Current forest loss and degradation found in
Oromia stems from diverse drivers, agents and underlying causes, reflecting
the Region’s heterogeneous forested landscapes. Main deforestation and forest
degradation (DD) agents operating in Oromia relate to agriculture, with
unplanned small-scale subsistence and cash crop farming generally affecting a
larger forest area compared to poorly executed and large-scale planned
deforestation. With population growth and significant barriers to
intensification and land sparing, small-scale agriculture is expected to
continue to be an important DD driver as rural livelihood alternatives remain
scarce. The dominant source of household energy demand is extraction of
woody biomass, responsible for gross deforestation and significant
degradation of forest and woodlands. The wood fuel sector is characterized by
inefficient value chains and there is significant potential for productivity
improvements at the household level.
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4. Ethiopia’s emission removal potentialThe total national area of shrub lands and grasslands suitable for afforestationand reforestation activities account for up to 5.3 million hectares.The removalpotential is corresponding to 0.6billion tons of carbon (over 2 billion tons ofcarbon dioxide equivalent tons). Approximately 57 percent of emissions are thensequestrated in aboveground and belowground biomass growth.Theafforestation and reforestation potential is clearly concentrated on a few regions(Figure 8). Amhara and Oromia were estimated to have the largest afforestationand reforestation potential (Figure 9). The large areas in Somali, Afar, Tigray andGambella are mostly excluded due to the aridity index criteria, meaning thatthere is high climatic risk for afforestation and reforestation actions withoutadditional investments on irrigation systems. Naturally Addis Ababa and Harariregions, for example, are affected due to the population criterion. The remainingregions did not have that much shrubland or grassland according to the EMA2013 land use map, but instead they aremainly covered cropland or other landuses.The detailed methodology description and emission removal potential estimatesby regions, agro-ecological zones and carbon pools are found in Annexes4,5and6.

Figure 8. Spatial distribution of potential afforestation and reforestation areas in Ethiopia
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Figure 9. Emission removal potential division between the regions through the afforestation
and reforestation activities

Based on the analysis of Hansen et al (2013) global forest cover products, thenational sparse forest cover account for approximately 9.3 million hectares and35 percents share of them are located on the slopes exceeding 25 per cents. Thespatial distribution of sparse forest areas with the suitable characteristics forrehabilitation is shown in Figure 10. Half of the rehabilitation potential is foundin dry evergreen Afro-Montane forests. Most of the forest rehabilitation potentialis discovered in Benishangul-Gumuz,Oromia, Amhara and Southern Nations,Nationalities, and People's Regions, which have also been affected by forestdegradation over the past 10-15 years.The emission removal potential by rehabilitating the degraded forests is in scaleof 1 billion tons of carbon (3.7 billion carbon dioxide equivalent tons)sequestrated in growth of aboveground and belowground biomass. However,this estimate is highly variable and dependent on the accuracy of the land covermap indicating the extent of the degraded forests. When such a map product andunbiased emission factors developed using the NFI data, it allows the morereliable potential quantification and spatially disaggregated comparisonsbetween the regions.
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Figure 10. Distribution of the most suitable sparse forests for rehabilitation

Figure 11. Potential rehabilitation shares by degraded forest types in Ethiopia
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5.Ethiopia’s legal frameworks, institutions and law
enforcementThis section provides a summary of findings of the comparative assessment ofregional policy and legal frameworks in the studied regional states using tabularand figurative illustrations. It attempts to display the situation of each regionwith respect to the existence, comprehensiveness and relevance, priority andenforcement of regional legal frameworks, as well as the institutional stabilityand human capacity.
5.1. Existence of regional legal frameworks

Almost all the regional states have developed regional land administrationanduse laws regulations (Table 1)..However, Somali region is yet developing its ownland administration and use law, which is currently at draft stage while Tigrayand Amhara have even revised their land administration and use laws. On theother hand, five of the regional states Benishangul Gumuz, Tigray, AmharaSNNPR and Somali have developed regional investment directives, but notGambella and Afar. Five of the regional states (except Gambella and SNNPR) haveprepared regional EIA laws and regulations. Some like Tigray have also revisedtheir EIA laws and guidelines. SNNPR has already finalized developing itsregional EIA regulation and is awaiting the endorsement of the regionalgovernment.
Table 1. Existence of regional legal frameworks in forestry and relevant cross-sectional
sectors

No Regional legal Frameworks Benishangul-
Gumuz

Tigray Amhara Gambella Afar SNNPR Somali1 Forest law √ √2 Land administration and uselaw/regulation √ √ √ √ √ √ √3 Investmentdirective/regulation √ √ √ √4 EIA law/regulation √ √ √ √ √5 Energy/miningdirective/regulation √ √ √ √ √6 Wildlife/Biodiversitydirective/ regulation √ √7 REED+ program/initiative √ √ √ √
Regarding to the energy and mining, all the regional states are expected toimplement the federal mining law of Ministry of Mining. Tigray and Benishangul-Gumuz regional states have developed regional mining regulations. All theregions are implementing the federal biodiversity and wildlife laws. However,Amhara and SNNPR regions have developed regional wildlife conservation andutilization directives and regulation respectively. In particular, SNNPR hasdeveloped and is implementing a regional tourism regulation with benefit
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sharing mechanisms.  As expected none of the regions even those withelaborated forest, land and environment laws and regulations did considerREDD+ issues in their laws. All relevant federal and regional laws need to berevised targeting REDD+ safeguards, REDD+ strategy, MRV, SESA and benefitsharing issues.
5.2. Substance (comprehensiveness and relevance)

Forests and environment:SNNPR and Benishangul-Gumuz regions havedeveloped their own regional laws, while Tigray, Amhara, Afar, Gambella andSomali have not. Tigray and Amhara are doing well by developing andimplementing community bylaws. The forest law of Benishangul-Gumuz doesaddress relevant forestry problems of the region and also contain moderatelywell-constructed forest laws, but lacks specificity in such aspects as distincttypes of forest offences and penalties.

Figure 12. Comparison of the substance/content of regional legal frameworks(0-1= Very low: 1-2 = Low: 2-3 = Medium: > 3 = Satisfactory)
Land administration and use: Four regional states, Benishangul, Tigray,Amhara and SNNPR, have fairly strong land administration and use regulationsaddressing wide and important issues. Along with this Amhara and Tigray havealso developed reasonably workable regional compensation regulations tosmallholders in case of expropriation. The land administration and use law ofGambella lacks important articles to govern issues of forest, and communitylivelihoods and threats from large-scale investment. Similarly, the land
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administration and use law of Afar falls short of relevant articles like protectionof forests and the environment, obligations of land users including pastoralcommunities and investors among other critical issues. Somali region on theother hand has not yet finalized its land administration and use law.
Environmental Impact Assessment: EIA laws, regulations and guidelines ofBenishangul-Gumuz, Tigray, Amhara SNNPR and Somali regional states appearto be reasonably comprehensive to have considered obligations of privateinvestment and state development projects to present EIA reports from certifiedconsultants, and duties of regional land administration agencies to inspectimplementation. In contrast the EIA law of Afar is incomplete particularly in itscontent and relevance to forest and environmental protection and Gambellalacks a regional EIA law. SNNPR has a strong, comprehensive andenvironmentally sensitive investment directive that pays substantial concern forthe protection of forest ecosystems and conservation of natural resources as wellas maintenance of local livelihoods. Similarly, Amhara, Benishangul and Somaliregions have reasonably environmentally and socially responsive investmentdirectives.  In contrast, the investment directive of Tigray is weaker in itsconsideration of issues of impact assessment, forest protection and communityparticipation. However, such gaps in the investment directive are addressed bythe strong local bylaws of community forests.
Mining and energy: Tigray appears to have nearly satisfactory miningregulation containing relevant articles to the management of traditional goldmining by local people, obligations of mining companies to restore andrehabilitate landscapes, conditions of mining in forest areas and privatelandholdings, tax etc. Tigray, Amhara and SNNPR have energy directives orprograms concrete enough in tackling forest degradation from household energyconsumption. In contrast, Benishangul-Gumuz, Gambella and Afar have veryweak or no regulations on mining and energy and hence are following the federallegal frameworks.
Wildlife and biodiversity: The two regional states, SNNPR and Amhara, haveregional wildlife regulation and directive respectively satisfactory in theircontent and relevance. In particular the regional parks establishment and thetourism income collection and distribution regulations of the SNNP regionalstate contains elaborate rules pertinent to the rights and responsibilities of localcommunities in wildlife and biodiversity, forest resources conservation and use,community-based wildlife management and tourism activities, benefit sharingmechanisms of local communities, administration and management of localbiodiversity rich ecosystems and tourism attractions by local communities anduser groups among others.
5.3. Enforcement of laws

Enforcement: As shown in Figure 13 the levels of enforcement of regional andfederal legal frameworks in many of the regional states are below satisfactoryand showed significant variation among regions. For instance, the level of
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enforcement of laws in all regions except SNNPR and Amhara is belowsatisfactory (i.e. below 2.0 mean score value from 4.0).  Even in SNNPR the levelof enforcement is not significantly satisfactory. In particular enforcement of theregional/federal forest law in Benishangul, Afar and Gambella regional stateswas found to be poor and very poor respectively. Similarly, the enforcement ofthe federal forest law in Tigray region is low or poor.

Figure 13. Levels of enforcement of regional/federal legal frameworks among regional states(0-1= Very low: 1-2 = Low: 2-3 = Medium: > 3 = Satisfactory)Relatively speaking, Tigray (score 2.5) and Amhara (score 3.0) are in a betterposition in the implementation of laws compared to other regional states studieddue to their collaboration with communities, which have developed bylaws. Withregard to implementation of the federal investment law or regional directives;Tigray, Amhara and SNNPR regional states have shown just below satisfactorylevels of enforcement. In contrast, the other regional states, Benishangul,Gambella Afar and Somali have poor enforcement records of the federalinvestment law or regional directives. Benishangul-Gumuz and SNNPR both havenearly satisfactory (2.0) level of enforcement of the regional land administrationlaws. Contrary to the Amhara and Tigray regions, the Gambella, Somali and Afarregional states have poor and very poor levels of enforcement of their landadministration and use laws and regulations respectively.Assessment of enforcement level of the EIA laws and regulations in all the sevenregions was poor or very poor. In Benishangul-Gumuz, Gambella, Afar andSomali regional states implementation of EIA laws is exceptionally weak. Incontrast, the implementation of regional mining and energy directives and
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programs was near satisfactory or above satisfactory in all the regions exceptGambella,Afar and Somali which have shown poor level of implementation ofregional or federal mining regulations and energy programs. In particular, Tigrayand Amhara regional states have shown above satisfactory levels of enforcementof regional mining regulations and energy programs.
5.4.Respect of the regional legal frameworks for community
rights

Two of the REDD+ safeguards are community rights protection and their activeparticipation in the process of decision making that affects their livelihood. Inthis assessment an attempt was made to catch which legal framework payssufficient attention for the protection of community rights and ensure theirparticipation in the decisions process related to resources around them.

Figure 14. Comparison of regional legal frameworks for respect of community rights(0-1= Very low: 1-2 = Low: 2-3 = Medium: > 3 = Satisfactory)In this respect, most of the regional legal frameworks appear to give adequatepledge to protect local community rights including their participation in decisionmaking(Figure 14). Very noticeable are such rights pronounced in the legal textsgoverning land, forest, wildlife, investment regulations and directives preparedby the regional states. If there are limitations, they are coming from failure toimplement them fully.
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5.5. Institutional existence and strength of implementing
agencies

One of the critical requirements for the successful implementation of regionallegal frameworks in forestry and other related programs is the existence of morestable and efficient institutions. In that regard, findings of this assessment clearlyshow (Table 1) clear disparity in terms among regions and the institutionsthemselves. As shown in Figure 15, the regional forestry institutions are perhapsthe weakest implementing units in all of the regions assessed. Evidently, regionalforestry programs and legal frameworks of the Benishangul, Amhara, Gambellaand Afar regional states are implemented by weak and largely symbolic ‘CaseTeams’ with little authority. In Tigray and SNNPR forestry institutions are evenweaker represented by a ‘Sub-case Team’ or represented by individual experts.

Figure 15. Institutional existence, stability and effectiveness of implementing agencies(0-1= Very low: 1-2 = Low: 2-3 = Medium: > 3 = Satisfactory)Comparative assessment of the regional implementing agencies of agriculture,forestry and other sectors showed that all the regional states except Afar haverelatively effective agricultural institutions with its structure extending to kebelelevels. Though not with the same degree of elaborated structure, like inagriculture, investment and land administration have moderately stable andrelatively well-organized institutions in most of the regions except in Somaliregion, which appears not well organized yet.
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Regional land administration and use laws are implemented by core processesunder the regional land administration and environmental protection agency inall the regions. One major institutional setback voiced by all the regionalinformants was obscurity of combining land administration with environmentalprotection under one agency for the former one, as it is an implementinginstitution while the latter one is a regulatory one. Regional mining and energylaw is being implemented by regional agencies or Bureaus. As shown in Figure15, these implementing agencies are well thriving in three of the regions exceptin Benishangul, Gambella,Afar and Somali. However, they lack localrepresentation.With regard to wildlife some regional states like SNNPR and Amhara havemoderately stable and thriving institutions (core processes) while in the otherfive regional states wildlife parks are managed by poorly established officessome of which are under bureau of agriculture. On the other hand, themanagement of biodiversity in all regional states has been upgraded to a coreprocess level since 2014/15 under regional agriculture bureaus. However,according to the regional informants the new biodiversity management coreprocesses are largely figurative and weak with very poor practical implementingcapability for these institutions are set up under agriculture bureaus the priorityof which is less of conservation.

Figure 16. Comparison of regional human capacity in forestry and environment sectors(0-1= Very low: 1-2 = Low: 2-3 = Medium: > 3 = Satisfactory)
As shown in Figure 16, most regional states except Tigray and Amhara haveinadequate human resources capacity in terms of trained manpower in forestryand environmental management fields. In particular, Gambella Afar and Somali
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regions have very low human resource capacity.  Similarly, Benishangul-Gumuzand SNNPR have moderately inadequate human resource capacity in terms ofnumber of trained manpower. In terms of technical competence, knowledge andskills of the available human resources, all the regional states have shown criticalgaps in modern forest inventory, carbon sequestration and measurement,environmental management, GIS, MRV and many others fields although the levelof inadequacy in technical competence varies between the regions.
5.6.Identified constraints and their implications to REDD+

REDD+ activities need to be nested in a dense but also unambiguous policies,laws, development programs and projects. REDD+ is a multi-sectoral and multi-disciplinary undertaking that requires a reciprocally (jointly) constructedconceptual and operational legal framework. Moreover, as most of the keydrivers of deforestation and forest degradation are often located outside theforestry sector, the legal and institutional reforms should be cross-sectoral thatrequires a complex set of negotiationsamong state and non-state actors withdiverse missions during formation and their enforcement. In Ethiopia, as inelsewhere, the REDD+ scheme relies on national responsibility (with globalextension) to execute the goals and objectives of climate change mitigation.Identification and prioritization of the problems is one of the criticalundertakings in the process of policy and institutional analysis of such kind.Accordingly, the first undertaking of this study is, thus to identify andunderstand the contents and implications of regional and national forest andother sectoral policy and legal constructs and shortfalls as well as institutionalstructures and their limitations. The second attempt is to weigh up the identifiedconstraints in light of the given objectives of tasks of REDD+ and put forwardsome proportion that may help to rectify.The analysis shows that regions share by and large common policy and legalconstraints with some local variations, but each of them with seriousimplications to REDD+ performance in their own ways. A certain legal constraintmay be very prominent in one region, but does not mean it is completely absentin the others.
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Table 2. Prioritized and shared constraints with implication to REDD+ performance
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6. REDD+ Strategy - Enabling cross-sectoral programmes

6.1. Strengthening policy and regulatory frameworks

6.1.1. Compatible policies and legislation

At national level there is a need to address the drivers of deforestation anddegradation in policies and legislation compliant with the non-forest sectors byconsidering the past experience, current needs and future aspirations asfoundation. The policy direction of forest development of a country as a longtime venture should be revised in line with the REDD+ objectives andsafeguards, international environmental (forest) and community rightsconventions and principles, and consider both societal material needs as well asenvironmental concerns.  It is important to utilize the advice and researchoutputs of universities and research organizations and seek inputs from civilsociety, Think Tanks and prominent individuals over policy construction. Theforest laws require the regulations and directives to guide their implementation,so they should be preparedprepared jointly with the laws.
6.1.2. Forest tenure

Sustainable economic progress should be built on stable, fair and secure tenuresystem to make REDD+ to succeed. Clarifying status of individual, communityand state rights and duties over forests in the legal framework of the country isthe first step to determine the rights over carbon and related benefits. InEthiopia forest resources have been traditionally less priced in terms ofownership compared to agricultural and rangelands. Land is a fixed asset andstate or individual entitlements are relatively easily enforced and maintained.The forest property, on the other hand, is removable resource as trees arerelatively easily extracted and transported.
6.1.3. Forest governance and law enforcement

Forest governance refers to who makes decisions about forest resources andland, how the decisions are made and carried out, and who is accountable. Thisrests in the context of the larger institution of property rights (formal andinformal), and the legal frameworks that a country has developed and adoptedthrough time to govern its resources. The past experience in forest andenvironment management shows that even those well-constructed policies andlaws even with well elaborated regulations and guidelines have remainedunimplemented.Periodic reorientation of the law enforcement bodies, such as administrators,Kebele leaders, police, prosecutors, judges, on the country’s policies and the lawsis essential. Active political and administrative support must be given to thosebodies for implementing REDD+ objectives and forestry development. The local
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communities should be empowered and involved with the law enforcementduties over their local resources (e.g. land, forest, environment). Besideslegalizing some of the customary institutions to complement the formalinstitutions should be considered.EIA is a pro-active legal tool used to prevent potential damage and unintendedoutcomes of development projects by federal or regional governments andindividual investment schemes. This principle goes well with that of REDD+safeguards. In practice, the effectiveness of the law and regulations isundermined by the current inappropriate placement of the EIA authority underdifferent agencies at the Federal level. It is very unlikely that the agencies wouldvote against their development plans if in case the EIA outcome stands againstthe projects. It is recommended to retract the dispersed EIA implementationauthority from different agencies and place it under the MEFCC regionalextensions, while the federal office assumes a monitoring and evaluation role.The EIA would be carried out by the government and a project owner bears thecosts.PFM is essentially a political and socio-economic arrangement through whichcommunities and their elected leaders are made autonomous and accountable intheir decision concerning forest governance. It is a mechanism wherepartnership between the state and community is negotiated over forest resourceownership, management and benefit sharing, as the case may be. Mostimportantly, PFM is about de-politicizing the ownership, management and use oflocal forest resources through the creation and sustenance of self-liberating andself-nourishing community institutions. Success and sustainability of PFM shouldtherefore be weighed against the structural transformation initiated in state-community relationship in the context of forest governance and beyond, withclear positive contribution to REDD+ best performance.The following REDD+ enabling forest governance and law enforcementinterventions are suggested to be adopted:
 Developing forest ownership and tenure law which is fair, stable andunambiguous with clear rights and duties (state, communal common,private);
 Letting the law make state (forest) agencies equally accountable formismanagement of forests under their control;
 Establishing state forest agencies to handle the initial high cost of forestinvestment that cannot be handled by private and community investors;
 Following a policy direction in which any productive forest under statecontrol is considered to be under transitional ownership to ultimatelypass over to more efficient and accountable forest;cooperatives/associations/ and even private forest investors
 Regulatory role of state agencies should be enhanced to follow theoperations of private and community forests;
 Developing the perceptive legal instruments (policy, law and regulation)that consider the PFM approach as the main driver of forest managementin the country;
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 Clarifying what technical and administrative assistance can private forestdeveloper could receive from the state.
6.1.4. Filling institutional gaps

Sectors like forestry that is based on long-term planning and investment must bebuilt on a stable institutional ground. Without stability organizations will alwaysremain weak and deprived of their institutional memory, a critical tool that helpsto enrich policies. Unfortunately, Ethiopia’s forestry institutional stability andexperience is the most undermined and unstable from among the governmentagencies. Regional institutional assessment shows that forestry institutions areonly at case team level hidden under Natural Resources Development,Management and Use Core Process, which itself is veiled by BoA. Except inOromia and now in Amhara the hierarchical position of forestry in the regionalbureaucracy is close to the ground. Even the Oromia and Amhara enterprises,unless they reorganize themselves to include all aspects of forestry, their currentstructure as related to REDD+ is less convenient and much tilted towards thebusiness portion of the forestry sector.The current attempts to extend the MEFCC branches to the regions, reorganizingthe efforts in the sector, the REDD+ coordinating unit establishment process atnational and regional level, as well as the creation of business oriented forestryentities in Oromia and Amhara are all encouraging indicators for revival of theforestry institutions. Such factors like the REDD+ and the associated carbonopportunity, adaptation of PFM as the main forest development approach and itscommunity empowerment potential, prominence of forestry in the CRGE plan,growing wood demand in the country, warrant prominent place for forestry inthe state hierarchy at federal and regional level.As summary, the institutional gaps should be addressed by the following means:
 Extending the MEFCC structure from the federal level to Kebele level;
 Creating a REDD+ position (a one-person focal office) in other federal andregional agencies in agriculture, land administration, land use and energysectors;
 Reviving and strengthening of customary institutions throughappropriate incentives to stand by themselves where practical orcomplement the formal institutions;
 Aligning institutional responsibilities with human capacity, logistics andfinance;
 Conducting periodic man-power needs assessment and training staffs toincrease their knowledge, skills and efficiency (this will help to fill the gapthat would be created by staff turn-over);
 Avoid limiting institutional activities to the REDD+ project life span;
 Ensuring the lower body of policy/program implementers (includingcommunities) exercise sufficient authority in decision making concerninglocal natural resources assessment;
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 Avoiding ambiguity and overlaps in the laws forming institutions andassigning duties;
 The State agencies should be made accountable when they are acting asowner and manager as well as regulator of forest management andutilization.	
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Figure17.  Positioning REDD+ in regional bureaucracy in line with MEFCC
institutional structure.
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Figure 18.  Regional structure where REDD+ serves as a standing office for SC in the absence
of MEFCC

6.2 Effective cross-sectoral coordination

REDD+ actors can be categorized into three primary categories: those who are 1)responsible in shaping REDD+ policy and the legal frameworks contents, 2)planning and implementing activities, and 3) supporting the operationsfinancially. The federal MEFCC represented by the REDD+ Secretariat and itsregional counterparts, wildlife and biodiversity agencies, communities, as well asfinancers, and coordinating institutions (e.g. World Bank) belong to the firstcategory. Under the second category are the ministries and agencies ofagriculture, energy, mines, municipality administration, road construction, whichare somehow linked with deforestation and forest degradation, or in some casesrehabilitation works. The third category includes those environmental NGOs,civil societies’ organizations, higher education institutions engaged in policyresearch and policy advocacy.MEFCC has taken an active role and registered countable successes in mobilizingthe support of research organizations (e.g. CIFOR), NGOs (e.g. Farm Africa) and anumber of individual experts, indicated in the third category. The remainingchallenge is how to require actors, especially government agencies, to
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accommodate the REDD+ objectives formally in their mandates, and coordinateplanning of the activities with all others agencies affiliated with REDD+.The following arrangements will help to promote effective cross-sectoralcoordination:
 Establishing strong working ties between vertical and horizontal REDD+offices and making coordination among these agencies a legal necessity;
 Making REDD+ activities to be represented in each relevant sectoral,government agency; and
 Creating a working group including the national REDD+ secretariat,regional coordination units and the environmental NGOs.

6.2.1. Strengthening Land Use Planning

Land Administration System

Land administration involves operationalization of the land tenure rules sandland rights that a country has developed through an authority provided withsuch power. Land administration includes the following elements:
 Transferring rights in land from one party to another through sale, lease,loan, gift and inheritance based on information generated through wellworked out cadastre survey;
 Regulating land and property development that need to be established ona comprehensive land use plan;
 Regulating land use and conservation;
 Gathering revenues from the land through sales, leasing and taxation; and
 Resolving conflicts concerning land ownership and use.There is a need for an institution to be mandated to take the strong leadership ofthe process.

Land use planning

Land use planning has become increasingly important to overcome the problemsarising from development rush, deteriorating forest condition, destruction ofimportant wetlands, and loss of fish and wildlife habitat. Land use data is neededin the analysis of environmental processes and problems that must beunderstood so that the living conditions and standards are to be improved ormaintained. One of the prime prerequisites for the improved information basison existing land use patterns and changes in land use through time.In the most cases, each piece of land is suitable only for certain things and itssustainable productivity depends therefore on whether its use has been assignedthrough a scientific approach. As summarised, land use-planning helps
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 To protect natural resources (soils, forest, biodiversity, water etc.);
 To create enabling condition to maximize the return from each piece ofland;
 To avert land-use conflicts arising from different uses and users;
 To guide major development plans and programs to be conducted onsustainable basis; and
 To make land administration and regulatory measure easier to implement.Absence of the land use plans and the uncoordinated decision-making results innatural resource depletion contrary to the REDD+ safeguards. Before land isassigned to any use, the social, economic and environmental costs and benefits ofsuch decision should be worked out. The current land use change decisions, forexample, concerning agriculture, investment, mining, energy, road-construction,municipalities, come from a number of horizontal agencies with littleharmonized planning between them. Vertically, starting from the Federalagencies, regional and woreda level administrative elements exercise authorityin determining land use change in their respective capacity. The 2002 EIAproclamation was intended to reduce the social and environmental impact fromdecisions that are not based on knowledge and adequate information, but it isnot seriously implemented anywhere in the regions at the moment.The following strategic interventions would improve operationalization of thegood land use planning practice:
 Developing a policy and a proclamation to establish a federal landadministration and land use agency (FLA&LU) and regional counter-partswith a function

o to organize and assist land use planning in all regions (for fasteroutcome universities around can be mobilized for the task)
o to prepare a legal framework showing unambiguous distributionof decision making authority over issues of land
o to issue a decree preventing allocation of forest and wildlife areasfor agricultural expansion

 Execution of the EIA ruling should come under one authority, preferablyMEFCC;
 Determining a certain (minimum target) percentage of the land underpermanent forest cover;
 Accelerate demarcating and gazetting “priority” forests and wildlife parksin both high forest and dry woodland areas without waiting for land useplan by The Federal and regional forestry and wildlife institutions;
 Determining in clear legal terms individual, community and stateentitlements (rights and duties) over each piece of land in the countrywith legal consequences;
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 Establishing specialized courts to look conflicts over land, forest,environment;
 Avoiding over lapping authority over land administration by assertingclear (legal) terms to the authority of land administration offices atfederal and regional levels; such authority should include the power todeny permission, alter, and terminate contracts when in conflict with EIA;
 Enhancing community participation in land allocation (even in areaswhere they are not directly affected, but have some cultural, historical orterritorial attachment) for investment and ensure their benefits from;
 Giving explicit space in the law for community voice in decision makingover lands particularly critical to their livelihoods;
 Providing communities with legal backing to manage non-criminal casesarising from land conflict, which is a task for the Regional governments;and
 Legalizing inheritance by non-farming individuals’ lands from parents orrelatives to help the flow of knowledge and capital to rural areas.
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Box 2, Oromia land-use planning gaps and recommendations
Challenges constraining land-use planning in Oromia:

 While processes have been broadly participatory, there exists a lack of
consistency in processes for community participation and overall mandates are
not clear and coordination has been weak.

 There are also differences in interest between the Federal and Regional
Governments over land, and there has yet to be any clear direction from the
national level on how regional land-use plans will be integrated with future
national land-use planning efforts.

 It is not clear to what extent coordination between relevant government
entities and their local representatives involved in these processes is consistent
and follows a formalized process. Though interviews with OBLEP indicated a
process exists, no copy of this process could be obtained. It is similarly unclear
to what extent the process is integrated with sectoral planning processes.

 There are clear differences between customary land-use systems with the
modern land-use system developed by the region.

 Limited human and technological capacity and high staff turnover within
OBLEP limit abilities to undertake the detailed studies and data analyses
required for resources mapping.

 There is also continued conflict between economic growth on one hand and
environmental and social sustainability in planning on the other.

 The lack of appropriate strategies to harmonize the various existing processes
(including the OBLEP participatory resource mapping process, OFWE’s
demarcation process, and various donor initiatives such as SLMP), which
currently follow divergent methodologies and technologies to pilot land-use
plans. This causes inefficiencies and conflicting demands on regional bureaus
dealing with land and land resources.

Recommendations:

 Clarify the purposes and processes of land-use planning in a consultative policy
process.

 Adopt clear procedures for the land resource mapping and planning process.
 Take account of intended REDD+ activities in the resource mapping process

and ensure that appropriate land categorizations are in place for them.
 Strengthen the capacities of OBLEP, OFWE, OBARD, and the local

administrations in key areasto ensure the full and effective implementation of
the land-use planning process in accordance with the relevant procedures.

 Further support the implementation of land-use planning to ensure its timely
completion, by dedicating more financial, human and technical resources.

(Unique final report, 2014)

,
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6.2.2. Family planning

It is critical to position family planning in the central sphere of development toreduce population growth and pressure on the natural resources sustainably. Bynow the Health Extension programme has been evaluated as the biggest factor inEthiopia’s success to reduce the total fertility rate (the average number ofchildren born to a woman in her lifetime) from 5.5 to 4.8 between 2000 and2011. So far the program has invested in a network of more than 38,000frontline health extension workers (HEWs) based at more than 17,000 healthposts to bring education and contraceptive products and services to rural areasthat previously lacked trained health personnel and high-quality facilities. Thereexists high institutional and policy readiness to implement health and familyplanning programmes, which offer job opportunities the population.
7. REDD+ Strategy - Prioritising strategic options

This chapter describes the identified strategic options and their prioritisationprocess to address drivers of deforestation and degradation, and the underlyingcauses. The following strategic option list divided by the sectors is based on theCRGE (2011) document and the outcome of the stakeholder validation workshoporganized in Addis Ababa, August 14th, 2015:
1. AgricultureLower emitting techniques for agricultureYield-increasing techniques for agricultureNew agricultural land in arid areas irrigation (small-scale)New agricultural land in arid areas irrigation (large-scale)
2. Livestock ManagementEnhancing and intensification of diversifying animalValue chain efficiency improvements (pastoralists)Value chain efficiency improvements (farmers)Small-scale mechanizationLarge-scale mechanizationRangeland and pastureland management
3. ForestryProtected forests and Participatory Forest Management operationsSmallholder and communal woodlots
4. EnergySustainable firewood and (commercial) charcoal useExpansion of rural electrification
5. Cross-sectoralIntegrated Invasive species management
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Integrated fire managementThey have been further prioritized following a two-phase procedure andfiltering criteria described in the following section.
7.1. Filtering criteria

First phase

The following criteria were used classify each strategic option:
1. GHG emission mitigation potentialRanking is based on the CRGE (2011) annual emission removal potentialassessment and supported with the findings of the study team. The classes aredefined as following:
Low: 1-10 Mt CO2e/year
Medium: 10-25 Mt CO2e/year
High: 25 Mt CO2e/year
2. Abatement cost efficiencyThe abatement costs refer to the average net emission abatement (mitigation)cost in case of large-scale implementation (CRGE 2011, including societal costs).
Low: over 5 USD per tCO2e
Medium: 0.1-5 USD per tCO2-e
High: net costs less than 0 USD per tCO2-e
3. Government development prioritiesGovernment development priorities indicated in the related strategicdocuments (CRGE 2011). If a strategic option has not been labelled withhigh priority, then it belongs to the “Medium” category.The intermediate summary statistics was generated for each strategic option bycounting the number of occurrences in high, medium and low –categories. Thestrategic options were ordered by giving the highest importance for the “high”class count and the second highest for the “medium” class count.

Second phase

At the second phase, the following additional criteria were considered:
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4. Poverty alleviation impactPoverty alleviation impact (increased net economic benefit) per involvedhousehold:Low: less than 50 USD/year/householdMedium: 50-200 USD/year/householdHigh: more than 200 USD/year/household
5. Potential social impact scalePotential proportion of households influenced directly by the strategic optionadoption
Low, 0-25 % of the (rural) householdsMedium, 25-75 % of the householdsHigh, over 75 % of the households
6. Institutional readinessInstitutional readiness reflects to the existence necessary (policy and legal)frameworks, infrastructure and personnel.
7. Policy readinessThe total count of the “high” -category value was considered to refine the firstphase order. Table 3 shows the summary of both the first and second phasefiltering criteria. The resulting priority order is shown in Table 4.
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Table 3. Summary of the filtering criteria for each strategic option
Strategic Option First phase criteria Second phase criteria

1.
Emission
removal
potential

2.
Abatement
cost
efficiency

3. Dev.
priority

4. Poverty
alleviation
impact

5. Social
impact
scale

6.
Institutiona
l readiness

7. Policy
readiness

Agricultu
re

Lower emittingtechniques foragriculture(LET) High Medium High High High Low Low
Yield-increasingtechniques foragriculture(YT) High High High High High Medium Medium
New agriculturalland in aridareas irrigation(small-scale)

Low High Medium High High Medium Medium
New agriculturalland in aridareas irrigation(large-scale)

Low Low Medium High Low Medium Medium
Livestock
managem
ent

Enhancing andintensification ofdiversifyinganimal
Medium Medium High High Low Low Low

Value chainefficiencyimprovements(pastoralists)
Low Low High High High Low Low

Value chainefficiencyimprovements(farmers)
Medium Low High High High Low Low

Small-scalemechanisation Low Low High Low High Low Low
Large-scalemechanisation Low Low High Low Low Medium Medium
Rangeland andpasturelandmanagement High High Medium Low High Low Low

Forestry Smallholder andcommunalwoodlots High Medium High Medium High Low Low
Protectedforests andParticipatoryForestManagementoperations

High Medium High Medium High High Medium

IntegratedInvasive speciesmanagement Medium High Medium High High Low Low
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Integrated firemanagement High Low Medium Medium High Low Low
Energy Sustainablefirewood and(commercial)charcoal use

High High High Low High Low Low
Expansion ofruralelectrification High Low High Low Medium High High
Table 4. Priority order of the strategic options

No Strategic option Sector

1 Yield-increasing techniques for agriculture Agriculture

2 Sustainable firewood and (commercial) charcoal use Energy

3 Lower emitting techniques for agriculture Agriculture

4 Protected forests and participatory forest
management

Forestry

5 Expansion of rural electrification Energy

6 Smallholder and communal woodlots Forestry

7 Rangeland and pastureland management Livestock

8 Integrated Invasive species management Forestry/Energy

9 Enhancing and intensification of diversifying animal
mix

Livestock

10 Smallholder and communal woodlots Forestry

11 New agricultural land in arid areas irrigation (small-
scale)

Agriculture

12 Value chain efficiency improvements (farmers) Agriculture

13 Integrated fire management Cross-sectorial

14 Value chain efficiency improvements (pastoralists) Livestock

15 Small-scale mechanisation Agriculture

16 Large-scale mechanisation Agriculture

17 New agricultural land in arid areas irrigation (large-
scale)

Agriculture
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7.2.SWOT analysis of the prioritised Strategic OptionsThe 4 high prioritised options are selected further for the SWOT analysis. TheSWOT analysis is presented in Tables 5, 6 and 7.
Table 5. SWOT analysis for the Small-scale agricultural intensification as the priority strategic
option
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Table 6.SWOT analysis table for the sustainable firewood and (commercial) charcoal use as
the priority strategic option
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Table 7.SWOT analysis table for the Protected forests and Participatory Forest Management
operations as the priority strategic option

8. Overall implementation frameworkAt the core of the national REDD+ strategy there is the need to curbdeforestation, forest degradation and related emissions, while preserving highbiodiversity with many endemic and rare flora and fauna species still found inEthiopia for the future generations despite high population pressure from bothhuman and livestock. The national REDD+ strategy has its foundation on theprioritisedstrategic interventions, which are grouped into the followingprogrammatic components:1. Small-scale agricultural intensification through Climate Smart Agriculture(CSA)2. Sustainable fuel wood and (commercial) charcoal use (SFCU)
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3. Protected Forests and Participatory Forest Management operations (PFM)These programme components form a comprehensive REDD+ scheme packagewhere the needs for protection, rehabilitation and management of forest areasare balanced by production of fuel wood, poles and timber, while small-scaleagricultural intensification reduces the expansion pressure on forest land. Theircost-efficient implementation requires engagement and coordination betweenthe agriculture, forestry and energy sectors with tourism (i.e. ecotourism andcultural tourism activities), environment (i.e. land degradation issues) andvarious business development initiatives.The identified priority REDD+ strategic interventions are already activelyexploited and promoted through various sectoral programmes for agroforestry,small-holder irrigation, EES stoves, small-holder woodlots, commercial timberplantations and watershed management of erosion prone degraded or barrenforest lands. There is already a drive for these options in many areas, which actas demonstration and lessons learned sites.The approach, beneficiaries, potential location for implementation and appraisalare presented for each priority option in the following chapters. Annex 7provides the details for the reference data and assumptions adopted incalculation of the benefits and costs over the programme period of 20 years. Theexpansion, carbon abatement and sequestration potential of each strategicoption has been assessed over the seven regions included in this study. The keyperformance indicators are presented under the appraisal headings and the co-benefit financing is further discussed under each strategic option.
8.1. Small-scale agricultural intensification through Climate
Smart Agriculture

8.1.1. Approach and beneficiariesThe main aim with CSA is to improve the rural farming population incomegeneration on a large scale, which is expected to reduce pressure from thefarming population from cut down forests in order to get new farm lands for anexpanding farming population. Yield-increasing techniques (YT) involveagroforestry and zero-tillage for home gardens and open fields as the mainelements. The small-scale irrigation systems play a central role when adoptingLower Emitting Techniques (LET), as the expected gains are high compared totraditional rain fed production in many areas.CSA requires quite low investments to increase the income generation of ruralhouseholds based the prevailing traditional farming system. YT has already beenadopted or is being adopted widely in many zones where the human populationpressure is high. In many cases YT activities has been integrated with LETactivities whenever there are suitable parcels of farmland available. As the resulthas been raising yield levels of both staple crops and cash crops with 50 to 120
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percent within a period of less than five years (CSA statistics 2010/2011 andinterviews of woreda authorities in all seven regions of the study).Successful promotion of the agroforestry practices requires proper landregistration, so that the farming households can get their claims secured over theland where they cultivate trees and perennial crop plants. Ceasing shiftingcultivation and land fires is essential to prevent destruction of the permanentcultivation sites. Over 6.5 million households could be engaged over the REDD+scheme period of 20 years.The small-scale irrigation systems allow farmland intensification, which can leadup to 60 percent crop yield increments. The beneficiaries of this strategic optionare any farming households that are located in such a community where small-scale irrigation is possible to develop, which is expected to cover at least 5million households (if each household has got irrigated 0.5 ha or less) over theperiod of 20 years.In many places where small-scale irrigation systems have already beenestablished it has been conducted in a centralized manner, which means that asmany as possible households in an area has been given a certain standard sharein the local scheme and therefore the farm lands in that area has been reshuffledbetween the households. This will be the case also in many new small-scaleirrigation schemes. It is mainly in areas where ground water or rainwaterharvesting is used for irrigation where traditional farmland boundaries remain.The irrigation water may arrive into the irrigation system with gravity, manualpumps, treadle pumps or with electric pumps powered with a generator. In theappraisal it has been assumed that most of the future systems would functionwith a treadle water pump.
8.1.2. Potential locations for implementationCSA can be deployed all over rural Ethiopia to a certain degree. Among the sevenregions studied the agroforestry practices are well developed in SNNPR followedby Tigray, Amhara and Benishangul-Gumuz with a slightly lower coverage at themoment. As these regions are most densely populated among the seven regions,there is also a much higher need for agroforestry practices from a viewpoint ofthe farmland intensification needs. There is hardly any agroforestry potentialexploited in Gambella, Afar and Somali, yet. However, the populations of theseregions suffer regularly from the annual periods of famine and low nutritionallevels of their diet, which means that the demand for promoting agroforestrypractices is high in Gambella, Afar and Somali regions.
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8.1.3. AppraisalKey performance indicators of CSA are presented below.
Table 8. Key performance indicators of the CSA implementation over the 20 –year
programme period.

Indicators/ Components Yield-increasing
techniques

Lower emitting
techniquesArea (ha) 4,373,333 2,515,717Potential no. of beneficiaries(households) 6.56 million (0.66 haper household) 5 to 10 millionhouseholds (de-pendingon size of irrigated landper household – 0.25 or0.5 ha)Average yield-increase perhectare 30% 60 %Farm-level investments perhectare 824 USD/ha overall(in present valueUSD 377) USD 2010 (in presentvalue USD 1100.7)Farm-level in-kind labourcost per hectare Present value USD3541 USD 3681 in presentvalueOverall investment andprogrammatic level costs(MUSD) covered by thefarmers

60300 5056
Total project costs Additionalagricultural sectorextension andorganization cost

Additional agriculturalsector extension andorganization costEstimated emissionabatement potential (tCO2)per ha over 20 years 130 940
Estimated emissionabatement potential (MtCO2)overall 568 2365
Hectare-level benefits NPV(USD)(10% discount over 20years)

USD 3579 (0.66 haon average perhousehold) USD 4798 (0.25 to 0.5 hairrigated per household)
Average annual employmentgenerated (full timeequivalents) Similar to traditionalfarming, but muchbetter income Mainly farmers ownlabour contribution andexcavation labour work
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generation perhousehold. opportunitiesMAC (10% inflation)USD/tCO2 -27.5 -5.1Co-benefits  Improvedlivelihoods andwell-being ofpopulation
 Reducedeforestation/landpressure in ruralareas
 Improved & variednutrition amongrural population
 Improved healtheffects amongpopulation
 Better educationopportunitiesamong ruralfarming population

 Improved livelihoodsand well-being ofpopulation
 Reduce deforestation &land pressure in ruralareas
 Salinization (a potentialnegative co-benefit)
 Improved/variednutrition among ruralpopulation
 Improved health effectsamong population
 Better educationopportunities due tomore wealth amongrural population

8.1.4. Non-carbon benefitsCSA promotes both ecological and societal non-carbon benefits. Firstly, CSA isexpected to reduce deforestation and degradation pressure in rural areas as aconsequence of the farmland intensification process. From this view perspectiveLET has more pronounced non-carbon benefits compared to YT due to thehigher yield-increasing impact of small-scale irrigation systems as compared toagroforestry practices.Secondly, CSA positively affects livelihoods and wellbeing of the rural society, asthe farmers are able to achieve increased income generation through theiragricultural and agroforestry operations. Adopting agroforestry practices helpsto sustain soil moisture over the dry periods and to reduce the risk for erosionsubstantially, while reduce famine and malnutrition over several months of theyear. The diversified crop cultivations and nutritious diets lead to improvedhealth situation among the population. The population wealth and health favorsbetter education opportunities for children and young adults in particular, buteven among the more senior persons lacking a basic education.Small-scale irrigation systems may also have at least two kinds of detrimentaleffects (i.e. negative non-carbon benefits). The salinization problem is induced bythe irrigation practices particularly on dry lands over time. There are alreadyreported some 4000 ha of lowlands in Ethiopia affected by salinization (ATA2013). Care must therefore be taken to try to avoid excess irrigation, forinstance, by implementing drip irrigation systems and low frequency ofirrigation. The irrigation systems may increase vector diseases such as malaria,
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schistosomiasis and dengue fever, as well, if there is water standing in theirrigation canals or in pools of water. These non-carbon benefits can be tackledby proper planning and close assistance from the irrigation experts.

Figure 19. Marginal abatement cost curve for CSA implementation. See calculations in Annex
8.

8.1.5. Potential locations for implementation of small-scale irrigationIn 2013 there were some 640,000 ha with theirrigation systems, which usesurface water (rivers, lakes or dams), ground water reserves (shallow wells orbore wells) or rainwater catchment techniques in all regions of Ethiopia. Thepotential farmland where irrigation can be used has been growing over theyears. The current estimate for small-scale irrigation potential is 5.3 millionhectares in all over the country (ATA 2013). The future potential is likely to behigher, as the geological and hydrological surveys have been progressing andnew tracts of suitable lands have been discovered. The proposed activities forrehabilitating native forestlands, establishing plantations and woodlots are likelyto increase the irrigation potential in course of the next 20 years. This has beenalready observed to happen in Humbo where several dried-up springs have beenre-accumulating water since the CDM ANR Project operations started in 2006.
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Figure 20. Preliminary map of Ethiopian’s groundwater resources

8.2.Sustainable fuel wood and (commercial) charcoal use

8.2.1. Approach and beneficiaries

Sustainable fuel wood and (commercial) charcoal use is a strategic optionpackage implementation to strive towards such a situation where almost all thewood-based energy is produced outside the remaining native forests with highbiodiversity value and potential to sequester high concentrations of carbon. Thepressure on natural forests is reduced through i) reducing the overall fuel wooduse per household and ii) increasing the available fuel wood amount forhouseholds from plantations on the croplands (small-holder woodlots) and onthe grasslands and shrub lands(community woodlots). SFCU include fourdifferent activities, which can be jointly financially analyzed and described asfollows:
1) Introduction and use of energy efficient cook stoves (EES),2) Introduction and use of biogas unit installations,3) Establishment and management of small-holder fuelwood and polewoodlots and
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4) Establishment and management of community fuelwood and polewoodlots.The target beneficiaries for EES and biogas unit implementation are the privatehouseholds facing lack of cultivated fuelwood, most often in the areas with highhuman population pressure and limited availability of land. The biogas unitsrequire sufficient amounts of human excrements, animal dung, food waste, cropresidues or rotting fruits. The EES stove is most likely taken into use by middle-income or wealthier households. Currently there are particular mirt stovessuitable for injera baking in the market. Biogas unit installations require ratherhigh initial investment and therefore only the wealthier and larger householdsare willing to invest on them. However, if the less wealthy households couldovercome the biogas investment cots with access to an affordable bank loan, itwould help them to save at least 75 percent of fuel wood consumption in thelong term.The smallholder woodlots are small-scale plantations of fast-growing treespecies on the small-holders own land, which means that these woodlots arevery seldom a full hectare in size – rather the extent of these woodlots isfeatured by a group of some tens of stems. Even though the primary aim is tosatisfy the subsistence energy needs of the households, it may turn to anattractive source of income for them to sell fuel wood in the local village andtown markets. The community woodlots are established to supply wood to localcommunities and towns, where the human population pressure is so high thatthe small-holder farm supply of fuel wood remains insufficient.
8.2.2. Potential locations for implementationIt is recommended that the woodlots are situated in every woreda of the countryto reduce any nearby or more remote cutting of the remaining native forests. Innortheastern, eastern and southeastern parts of Ethiopia (Afar and Somaliregions in particular) the existing and expanding invasive prosopis tree standscan be seen as an alternative source for fuel wood and charcoal.There will be alternative wood saving renewable energy sources available inmany areas of Ethiopia in course of the next 20 years. However, where ruralelectrification, larger solar panels, wind and geothermal power generation isavailable, prices and access to these energy alternatives determine thesustainability prospects in fuel wood use.
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8.2.3. AppraisalKey performance indicators of SFCU implementation are presented below.
Table 9. Key performance indicators of SFCU implementation over the 20-year programme
period

Indicators/
Components

Magnitude
EES stoves Biogas units WoodlotsNumber ofhouseholds involved(hectares) 2,923,668 801,464 1,273,000 (ha)(woodlands)Average fuelwoodreduction/hh 1020 kgfuelwood/year(16.75 %) 4559 kg/year(75 %) -

Household-level orper ha levelinvestments (presentvalue)
USD 60 (USD 30.6) USD 565 (USD 465) (USD 1197)

State subsidies andtraining of masonsper sold unit USD 364
Overall investmentcosts for allhouseholds USD 175 million USD 373 million USD 1386 million
Total project costs forstate Mainly promotioncosts in woredas inall regions USD 291.73 millionfor subsidies &training. On topcomes promotioncosts in woredas

Mainlypromotion costsin woredas in allregionsEstimated emissionreduction potential(tCO2) per household/ per hectare
34.4 153.9 607 (per hectare)

Estimated emissionreduction potential(MtCO2) overall 77 115 429
Household-levelbenefits (USD) at NPV10 % 838 3415 5067 (perhectare)Average annualemploymentgenerated (full timeequivalents)

Production andselling of 2,923,668stoves 33394 masons full-time work years 2.48 million (at260 workdays/year)Co-benefits Longer life expectancy for womenBetter health among the Ethiopian populationBetter livelihood and wealth situation in householdsReduced smoke particle amounts in houses
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Biogas unit residues to be used as fertilizer in fieldsOrganized fuelwood and construction woodReduced erosion and soil management on large areasNitrogen fixing in soils (with some tree species)Better penetration of rain into soilsSome agroforestry income opportunities
8.2.4.Non-carbon benefitsThe non-carbon benefits of SFCU implementation can be classified into threegroups. The first group of benefits relates to the reduced smoke particles andimproved health condition particularly among women. According to the ruralpopulation statistics (CSA and WHO) from Ethiopia indicate that rural womenlive by some five to six years shorter than rural men in Ethiopia in average. Thissituation is contrary to how women life expectancy appears in developedcountries, where women live about 3 years longer than men in average.However, there are also some other life shortening activities related to ruralwomen in Ethiopia. One of these activities is fuelwood and other heavy burdenscarried over long distances, which arealsoalsoreduced through introducing theEES and biogas stoves. The third probable reason for rural women’s currentshorter life expectancy as compared to males is their high child-bearing rate thatcauses strains to their bodies.The second group of benefits relate to the households’ income generation, whichis improved in several ways. Income savings are gained from the reducedfuelwood consumption, which frees a considerable amount of cash (if fuelwoodwas purchased) or work time (if fuelwood was collected in forest). The otherlivelihood benefit is the organized and secured fuelwood supply that ensuresboth ease of supply, saving both in work time and money for the households.The third group of benefits relates to the improved soil properties due to thesmall-holder and community woodlots compared to grasslands or open fieldscultivated for just some months in a year. Planting trees reduces soil erosion andrevitalize soil management on large areas. The soils become less compacted andmore porous and by introducing some nitrogen-fixing tree species in particularthe soil nutrient status can be substantially improved. Trees can potentiallyincrease soil carbon content, soil moisture and mulching properties, which inturn leads to better penetration of rain into soils. Open barren land is often sodry and compacted between rainfalls that rainwater is often flushed from slopesdown into valley and further down into rivers and lakes, while permanentvegetation keeps the rainwater for longer time on the slopes. From the biogasunits can the rest products from biogas production be used as good fertilizers inthe households’ own fields.
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Figure 21. Marginal abatement cost curve for SFCU implementation. See calculations in
Annex 8.

8.3. Protected Forests and Participatory Forest Management
operations (PFM)

8.3.1. Approach and beneficiariesThe overarching aim of this strategic option is closing and rehabilitation of theexisting degraded native forest and agricultural areas. This can be achievedthrough the following implementation sub-options:
 Closing and rehabilitation of degraded forests through naturalregeneration (high forest zone)
 Various PFM operations (high forest zone)
 Establishment of commercial timber plantations (high forest zone)
 Assisted natural regeneration with enrichment planting (high forest zoneand woodlands)To some extent degraded forests are already storing carbon up to their currentfull ability, but from the carbon sequestration point of view their capacity can beincreased with rehabilitation and thus the avoided deforestation anddegradation scheme is well applicable to them. There are various small annualcosts associated with forest protection, which should be compensated by
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considering various co-benefits in accounting to make the activity be on its ownsustainable basis. This is discussed more in depth under the non-carbon benefitsubheading.Ethiopia has been slowly adopting a participatory forest management (PFM)concept, which is now starting to gain momentum in the country – particularly inOromia, but there are also a few zones with PFM areas designated in SNNP andAmhara. By 2011 PFM was the preferred government policy and there wasaround 2.5 million ha forest lands under PFM regime in Ethiopia. The kind ofPFM that has now been adopted in Ethiopia is mainly a participatory bottom-upprocess of involving communities in forest management jointly with some othermajor stakeholder such as the local forest administrations or the localagricultural authorities, if there is no local forest administration is separatelypresent in woredas. Depending on local preferences the established PFM bodiesmanage forests for a range of purposes such as timber and non-wood forestproduct production, maintaining or enhancing of forest regeneration orconservation of biodiversity. So far only a few PFM agreements include actualsustainable timber utilization rights, while many others are still paperintroductions as the communities are lacking the skills to engage in sustainableforest management practices. The PFM operations can be implemented in thefollowing manner in the forthcoming REDD+ scheme:
 PFM in high natural forests using sustainable forest managementpractices;
 PFM as lease holder and investor in some commercial timber plantations;and
 PFM as part in assisted natural regeneration sites with enrichmentplanting.Additionally, PFM can be adopted for community woodlots described under theSFCU option, as well.Commercial timber plantations should be promoted in the landscapes, whichhave already lost their native forest cover but with available land for theplantation investments. The main aim with these commercial plantations,preferably with fast-growing native timber species, is to provide commerciallymore viable timber sources and to save the remaining native high forests fromillegal logging activities. The commercial plantations can be operated by localcommunities together either with state or private business entities external tothe location.The function of assisted natural regeneration sites with enrichment planting isdifferent from the commercial timber plantation sites. This activity is promotedto rehabilitate the erosion prone lands and to provide fuel wood and poles forlocal communities. The implementation can be organized in a similar manner tothe currently on-going Watershed Management Programme implemented by theMinistry of Agriculture. The fairly small amounts of fuel wood and poles thatcould be removed from these forests on an annual basis can be considered ascompensation for planting labor and sustainable forest management practices.
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8.3.2.Potential locations for implementationThe highest potential for forest operations under a forthcoming REDD+ schemeis the high forest zones where the largest carbon concentration can be storedand the biodiversity hotspots are found. This means that regions with the largestproportion of suitable lands for afforestation, reforestation, forest rehabilitationand pole and timber production are in SNNPR, Amhara, Benishangul-Gumuz andGambella.
8.3.3.AppraisalThe key performance indicators of the PFMoperationsimplementation arepresented below.
Table 10. Key performance indicators ofPFM operations implementation over the 20-year
programme period

Indicators/
Components

Magnitude

Closing and
rehabilitation
of forests
(high forest
zone)

PFM operations
(high forest zone)*

Commercial
timber
plantations
(high forest
zone)

Assisted natural
regeneration with
enrichment
planting (high
forests +
woodlands)Area (ha) 4,895,390 100,000 1,520,045 1,159,100+2,807,155

Potential no. ofbeneficiaries(households) 5.26 millionAlso viaecotourismincomegeneration &similaractivities

100,000 2.7 million 2.5 million

Forest-levelinvestment perha (presentvalue)
USD 183 USD 191 USD 2114 USD 448447.6

Forest-levelharvestingcost per ha(presentvalue)
USD 1608

Farm-levelharvesting andNTFPcollection costper hectare(presentvalue)

USD 253.7/ha (canbe operated as in-kind cost ofhouseholds)
USD 58.4/ha (canbe operated as in-kind cost ofhouseholds)
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Overallinvestmentandprogrammaticlevel costs(USD)
USD 896million (mainlylawenforcementtasks)

USD 19 million(monitoring &supervision) USD 2450million(financed byplantationoperators)
USD 1089 million(state investmentcost only)

Estimatedlocal workyears created 5.26 million (at260 workdays/year) 7000 (at 260 workdays/year 2.7 million (at260 workdays/year) 1.36 million (at 260work days/yr)Estimatedtotal emissionreductionpotential(MtCO2)
1139 18 711 612.6 +1141.3(woodlands)

Hectare-levelbenefits,Average NPVat 10%discount
USD 137 (aspotential co-benefitsincorporated incalculation)

USD 1393 USD 9009 USD 457
Co-benefits  Rehabilitation of biodiversity (flora & fauna)

 Reduced erosion on large areas
 Various ecotourism and spa income
 Medicinal and aromatic plants etc.
 Restored aquifers and water-based PES
 Mitigation of climatic change (locally & globally)
 Support for biodiversity rehabilitation
 Mitigation of climatic change (locally & globally)
 Organized sawn timber business

Note* Only a small part of high forest operations for PFM are separated in this
table while PFM can also be a normal part of commercial timber plantations and
assisted natural regeneration with enrichment planting on woodlands (i.e. PFM is
not separated from other stakeholders in the two latter categories).

8.3.4.Non-carbon benefitsThe first group of non-carbon benefits is related to the various and highbiodiversity (flora and fauna) that can be rehabilitated for the cominggenerations in Ethiopia. Many species are endemic or rare all over Africa or theWorld. It is to be expected that there are many medicinal, aromatic plants andsome food plants which can be found in these high forests which in the futuremay prove good business for Ethiopia if not already today. There are also edibleinsects and other animal products such as honey, which may prove commerciallyviable to develop into businesses in the vicinity of these forests.Ethiopia has a rather large network of various protected areas, biosphere areasand national parks, which may constitute in the near future an even larger poolof forest land if all national protection plans will be approved. Some 3.1 millionhectares of high forests have been proposed as the National Forest PriorityAreas. These protected lands can generate ecotourism, cultural and spa (hotsprings and hotels) tourism incomes if sufficient infrastructure is being
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established close to these protected areas. These areas have got a substantialpotential for co-benefit income generation.

Figure 22. Protected area coverage in Ethiopia

The rehabilitation of high forests in particular will reduce erosion hazards onlarge areas of barren or degraded forestlands and together with the improvedwater storage capacity of the forest areas it is to be expected that forest aquifersare going to be rehabilitated and improved as well. This provides MEFCCwithample opportunities together with rural communities to operate so calledPayment for Environmental Services (PES) schemes for drinking water to nearbysemi-urban and urban areas, which would pay for the steady and sufficientsupply of their household water in the future. Another issue concerns thepotential of forests to create moisture and rainfall on a microclimate scale. Asrecent scientific research has found aerosol particles emitted by forests thatattracts water molecules in the air. Sufficient tracts of forests can thereby
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mitigate climate change locally in first place and contribute to the globalsituation if there is sufficient amount of forests globally.The commercial timber plantations, some sustainable PFM forest managementand community woodlots on forest lands can further support biodiversityrehabilitation in nearby native forests, which have expansion possibilities viaplantations that plant and animal species can use as corridors for biodiversityexpansion between rehabilitating native forests. The plantations and woodlotsalso support building up various environmental services provided mainly bynative forests and themselves to a lesser degree. The plantations support to therehabilitation of high forests and woodlands incorporates also their substantialcontribution to the development of an organized sawn timber and constructionpole business, which can be established without nightly illegal and corruptpractices and operations. The operations on erosion prone barren forestlandscan also contribute to nearby communities some fuelwood, poles and non-timberforest products as compensations for those local rural households that providelabor for conducting enrichment planting of these sites when they are reforestedand protected from degrading operations.

Figure 23. Marginal abatement cost curve for PFM operations implementation.See
calculations in Annex 8. NOTE! PFM is not separated in the cost curves, as PFM can be
implemented through the sustainable forest management practices, in some commercial
timber plantations and in assisted natural regeneration sites subject to enrichment planting.
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Box 3, Strategic options for Oromia

(Unique final report, 2014)

The Unique report summarizes the strategy for Oromia as following:
Participatory Forest Management (PFM);Sustainable Land Management (SLM)
(with three components: Climate Smart Agriculture; Assisted Natural
Regeneration and woodlots); and cookstove production and dissemination.

For Oromia PFM has a marginal abatement costs of USD 1.4/tCO2 and SLM USD
3.6/tCO2; while improved cookstoves generate net economic benefits of USD
10.8/tCO2, i.e. negative costs. The SLMP would generate emission reductions (ER)
estimated at 4.03 million tCO2, the PFM 5.35 million tCO2, and improved
cookstoves 1.21 million tCO2over a period of five years, totaling 10.6 million tCO2.
Over 20 years, ER potential is estimated at 16.35 million tCO2, 24.12 million tCO2
and 14.44 million tCO2, respectively, amounting to 54.9 million tCO2 in total.

To achieve these net ERs, the report suggests OFLP implementation within the
targeted landscapes at the following scales: PFM adopted on 125,000 ha, SLMP
financed on 112,500 ha and 258,750 improved cook stoves disseminated in
addition to cross-cutting and sector-wide policy reforms. In order to achieve this
ER potential advance incentive payments will be required followed by
performance-based payments. The strategy options are to be implemented as
packages, with proposed combination of strategy options designed to achieve the
highest possible net emission reductions, employment and cost-effectiveness,
taking into account time and resource constraints. Over five years, the, REDD+
finance requirements (programmatic and farm/forest-level input investment
costs) are estimated at USD 19.9 million and USD 26 million, respectively. That
will generate about 10.6 million tCO2 over a period of 5 years and 54.9 million
tCO2 over 20 years. At a carbon price of USD 5/tCO2, total performance-based
payments amount to USD 54.1 million over five years.

Advance payments are required over the first four years. In year 1, advance-
payments would amount to USD 2.29 million followed by USD 8.44 million in year
2. In return, emission reductions will be verified at the end of year 2, justifying
performance-based payments of USD 3.88 million (0.78 million tCO2), thus a
finance gap of USD 6.85 million would remain.  In year three, the finance gap
between programmatic REDD+ cost and expected performance-based payment
would even increase to USD 10.46 million. The break-even would be achieved in
year 5 where USD 3.1 million of performance-based finance would remain for
benefits sharing investments.

Achieving the CRGE climate neutrality goals in the land use sector through the
OFLP contribution would require an additional investment of USD 1.2 billion over
20 years or USD 411million over the initial 5 years to achieve climate neutrality of
the 2030 projected land use sector emissions in Oromia (excluding livestock sector
emission).
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9. Financing the proposed REDD+ scheme

Table 11synthesizes what kind of financing and how one can expect to getfinancing for the proposed REDD+ scheme of Ethiopia.The column titled REDD+ Scheme Financing is reserved for administrativecosts of the REDD+ Secretariat itself all its sub-branches. This REDD+ Schemebody needs a large number of personnel to administrate and promote theforthcoming actions of the scheme. When all the administration levels are inplace at national, regional, zone, woreda and possibly kebele (in some heavilyparticipating woredas as it may be needed) levels one can expect some 1000additional personnel to be employed. Based on the current salary levels one canexpect that some USD 6 to 8 million would be needed for salaries to get thisgoing over the 20 years of operation. Then comes various investment needs intoadditional facilities, equipment and vehicles for running the operations, whichrequires USD 7 million. Thus, total USD 15 million is needed as investments onlyfor building up the REDD+ administration.The overall sum for the REDD+ operation is a subject to be discussed betweenthe Ethiopian Government and the potential international REDD+ financingagency, which is going to invest in this scheme in Ethiopia. At least USD 60million should be set for operating this REDD+ Scheme and provide someinvestments in some specific cases where funding would be needed to start upoperations. This USD 60 million would then be both the investment cost and theREDD+ Scheme support from the potential financier. The inclusion of Oromiamay increase this funding need to USD 100 million.In the column titled Ethiopian households’ own financing one can see both theinvestment expenses needed from normal Ethiopian households to start up theoperations of an action (the negative non-bolded figure) and the net presentvalue total net profit from operating an action for 20 years (the positive boldedfigure). The latter figure is thus the total return on investment without carbonincome if an action is carried out. For each and all of the proposed actions thereis a positive return on investment. Down at the end of the column there arecalculated the totals for investments of the households and other privateinvestors followed by the overall return of investments.In the column titled Other Ethiopian state financing is presented ourassumption as to other possibly available state financing that can support theproposed actions of this Scheme. This kind of financing is basically sectorministry financing for agriculture, forestry, energy and other similar ministerialor regional bodies including also protected priority forest area financing. Thereare some major investments, which naturally falls on these financing bodies suchas subsidies for biogas units, protected area financing and state forest sectoroperations.In the last right-hand column titled Other potential financing available fallsany other potential financing for partly financing the proposed schemeoperations. The potential sources of this financing could be various internationaland national programme- and project-based financing, savings, for instance, in
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health sector, bank loans to private households for pre-investments (e.g. ofsubsidies), business investments, NGOs, and various tourism operations(ecotourism, cultural tourism, hotel and spas), medical and food industries(medicinal and aromatic plants and forest-based food products) and theEthiopian church to name the most obvious. This kind of financing will beconsiderable, but it is currently unknown to us how huge this potential externalfinancing could be.At the end of the last right-hand column is compiled the overall net present valueinvestment need to get the proposed REDD+ actions going at full capacity(discounted at 10% over 20 years) and the total financial profit from the wholeREDD+ scheme operation. The overall investment needs would be around USD75 billion over the Scheme duration, while the total net return of the Schemeeven without carbon income would be around USD 52 billion. On average eachton of CO2 sequestered or abated would bring in a total net return of USD 7.3.The Scheme will finance itself to a large degree, as all activities are so efficient bythemselves that each stakeholder will win just by participating in the Scheme’soperations. One can further add that the above calculations do not even considerthe co-benefits (except for the closed high forest rehabilitation), which meansthat the real benefit of this scheme is not yet fully comprehended.Some strain will be on federal ministries (i.e. MEFCC in MoFEC in particular), butthe costs will accumulate over the 20 year period and many of these investmentswill have to be done in any case even without a functioning REDD+ scheme.Further, various international sources can relieve to a degree MEFCC, MoFECfrom the financial burden.



Table 11. REDD+ Scheme and other financing opportunities
tCO2
per Ha
or tCO2
per HH

Total ha
or Total
house-
holds
(HH)

Total
MtCO2

NPV (10%
discount)
per Ha or
per HH
(USD)

REDD+ Scheme
financing
MUSD

Ethiopian
households'
financing
MUSD

Other Ethiopian
state financing
***
MUSD

Other potential
financing available
****
MUSD

Action
Yield-increasing techniques for
Agriculture
Table 1
CSA -agroforestry and fertilizers 130 4373333 568.5 3 579.0 Administrative -60300.00 Agriculture Various projects

cost/income 15652.1 sector Businesses
Sustainable fuelwood and
(commercial) charcoal use
Table 2
EES stoves 30% of population 34 2237479 77 837.8 Administrative -175.4 Energy sector Various projects

cost/income 1874.5
Biogas subsidized 5% of popul. 154 372913 114.8 3 415.6 Administrative -372.9 Energy sector Savings in health
or alternatively cost/income 1273.7 -291.7 sector or bank loan
Biogas all costs 5% of popul. 154 372913 114.8 2 763.0 Alternative to to households to
Table 3 Various projects
Woodland woodlots* 607 1273000 429.0 5 318.1 Administrative -1386.5 Forest sector Various projects

cost/income 6770.0
Lower emitting techniques
for agriculture
Table 4
Small-scale irrigation & fertilizer 940 2515717 2364.8 4 798.3 Administrative -5056.6 Agriculture & Various projects

cost/income 12071.2 water sectors
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Table continues…
Protected forests and PFM
operations
Table 5
Closing high dense forest** 205 1195278 245.0 323.5 Administrative n.a. -189.7 Ecotorism, cultural

cost/income 386.7 tourism, hotels &
Forest

Table 6
sector/nat.p
arks Spas, businesses,

Closing degraded high forest* 240 3700112 888.0 58.85 Administrative n.a. -721.0 NGOs, various pro-
cost/income 217.7 jects, medicinal &

Table 7 church
PFM operations in high forests 184.0 100000 18.4 1393.2 Administrative -25.4 -19.1 various projects

cost/income 139.3 Forest sector
Table 8
Commercial timber plantations 614 1520045 711.2 9 009.1 Administrative -5657.4 Forest sector Commercial and

cost/income 13694.2 state businesses,
Table 9 Communities etc.
Assisted natural regeneration with
enrichment planting (high forest) 529 1159100 612.6 261.7 Administrative -147.8 -1088.6 Some NTFP business

cost/income 303.4 303.4
Harvest cost
combined
with
previous

Forest sector
combined
with
previous

Church
Assisted natural regeneration with
enrichment planting (woodlands) 407 2807155 1141.3 48.3 Administrative

cost/income
Various projects

TOTAL INVESTMENT COSTS (at 10% discount rate in MUSD) -60.0 -73122.0 -2310.2 -75492.2
TOTAL NPV FINANCIAL PROFIT (10% discount in MUSD) 60.0 51778.4 907.8 52746.1
NET RETURN ON AVERAGE tCO2 (10% discount in USD) 7.2



Notes to the Table 11:
In bold is indicated NPV Profits
* The construction wood is seen as carbon storage and thus included in the calculations
**Potential co-benefits are baked into the carbon income, which increases the carbon price in these
financial calculations
*** Other financing outside the REDD+ actions is probably available from state budgets (a state
expense or international financing)
**** Impossible to estimate this total other financing, but it is all additional beneficial financing

10. Policy Brief

The REDD+ policy process in Ethiopia aims developing a framework that isfirmly embedded in the country's development plan and in an increasinglyenabling political environment. The country has been implementing itsReadiness Preparation Proposal (R-PP) since January 2013. Among the variousactivities planned for the readiness phase, the development of a national REDD+strategy is one of the most important milestones.The core of the national REDD+strategy is to curb deforestation, forest degradation and related emissions, whileconsidering local livelihoods and preserving high biodiversity still found inEthiopia for the future generations.The overall objective of the study was to provide the building blocks forpreparingEthiopia’s REDD+ strategy.The study assignment was conducted byArbonaut Ltd includingFM-International FINNMAP and Baseline SurveyingEngineering Consultant as partners, and an expert team from Finland andEthiopia. The study was kicked off in January 2015 and entered into the finalreporting phase in August 2015.The study assessed direct and underlying causes of drivers of deforestation andforest degradation, while considering drivers beyond the forest sector and theirrelationship to land use activities. The study includedassessing the REDD+environment for potential policy and institutional gaps, increased carbonremoval potential through afforestation and reforestation, a range of cross-sectoral reforms and strategic options to be prioritised in the REDD+ Strategy.The sub-national consultations and socio-economic data collection effortsfocused on the regional states of Amhara, Tigray, SNNP, Benishangul Gumuz,Gambella, Afar and Somali. Oromia was left outside the scope, as more dedicatedstudies already provided coverage for that. The existing secondary data sourceswere identified, reviewed and complemented with thesocio-economic field datacollection campaign. The kick-off,mid-term and final workshops were held toexchange information and to get validation feedback from various stakeholdersto enrich the study methodology and contents.Livestock free-grazing and fodder use, fuelwood collection and charcoalproduction are the main sources for emissions followed by farmland expansion,land fires and construction wood harvesting at the national level. There is largevariation found in the driver importance order by forest types and regions. Thelarge-scale investment agricultural schemes and extensive timber logging alsoplay a significant role in some regions. The underlying causes of deforestation
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and degradation are population growth, unsecure land tenure, lack of sufficientoff-farm work opportunities and poor law enforcement.The major constraints to the REDD+ implementation success are related to a)lack of land use planning, clear land/forest tenure, and land administration, b)serious institutional shortfall at all levels, c) lack of sectoral coordination,particularly horizontally, and d) severe lapse in enforcement of existing laws.Most of the regional legal frameworks appear to give adequate pledge to protectlocal community rights including their participation in decision-making, butenforcement and implementation of the regional and federal laws were found tobe poor in many regional states. The forestry institutions remain weak from theperspective of effective REDD+ performance.To overcome the current shortfalls in natural resources management and toenable effective REDD+ implementation Ethiopia should conduct the followingcross-sectoral programmes and policy reforms:
 Family planning should be positioned in the central sphere of development toreduce population growth and pressure on the natural resources.
 Develop forest ownership/tenure law which is fair, stable and unambiguouswith clear rights and duties (state, common, private).
 Legalize or recognize customary rights of communities over forests andwoodlands and enhance the capacity of informal institutions to the extentpossible.
 Develop perceptive legal instruments for ParticipatoryForest Management(policy, law and regulation) that considers the approach as the main “pull” offorest management in the country and develop or amend the forest law.
 Politically accept that local communities are crucial for the REDD+ processand its successes and need to actively participate in the construction of legalframeworks operational undertaking affecting their livelihood.
 The Federal land administration and land use agency and its regionalcounter-parts should take leadership in the land administration process. Forthis both a policy and a proclamation need to be developed.
 The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) implementation authorityshould be retracted from different agencies and place it under the Ministry ofEnvironment, Forestry and Climate Change (MEFCC) regional extensions,while the federal office should assume a monitoring and evaluation role.
 The policy direction of forest development of a country, as a long timeventure, should be revised in line with REDD+ objectives and safeguards, andconsider both societal material needs as well as environmental concerns.
 Determine a certain (minimum) percentage of the land (although this maydepend on the outcome of a land use plan) to be under permanent forestcover.
 The Federal and regional forestry and wildlife institutions shouldaggressively push to demarcate and gazette “priority” forests and wildlife
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parks in both high forest and dry woodland areas without waiting for landuse plan.
In addition to the referred cross-cutting and sector-wide policy reforms thenational REDD+ strategy of Ethiopia is recommended to have its foundationinthe three priority programmatic components as following: 1) Small-scale
agricultural intensification through Climate Smart Agriculture,2) Sustainable
fuelwood and charcoal use,and 3) Protected forests and participatory forest
management operations.1. Small-scale agricultural intensification through Climate Smart Agricultureincludes two sub-components, Yield-increasing techniquesandLower

emitting techniques.

Yield-increasing techniques involve agroforestry and zero-tillage for homegardens and open fields as the main elements. The small-scale irrigationsystems play a central role when adopting Lower Emitting Techniques, asthe expected gains are high compared to traditional rain fed production inmany areas.
Yield-increasing techniques could be adopted on 4.4 million and Lower
emitting techniqueson 2.5 million hectares while these sub-componentsinvolve 6.5 million and 5-10 million beneficiary households. The overallinvestment and programmatic level costs to be covered by the mainstakeholders are USD 60 billion for Yield-increasing techniques and USD 5billion for Lower emitting techniques.The key co-benefits include a)improved livelihoods and well-being of local population, b) reduceddeforestation and land pressure in rural areas, c) improved and variednutrition, and d) improved health effects among rural population.2. Sustainable fuelwood and charcoal usecovers the following three activities:
1) Introduction and use of energy efficient cook stoves (EES), 2) introduction
and use of biogas unit installations, and 3) establishment and management of
small-holder and community fuelwood and pole woodlots.Energy efficient cook stoves could be adopted by2.9million households,biogas installations by 0.8 million households and woodlots planted on 1.3million hectares at the targeted landscapes. The overall investment andprogrammatic level costs to be covered by the main stakeholdersfor EESare USD 175 million, USD 373 millionfor biogas installations and USD1.39billion for woodlots. The key co-benefits include a) better populationhealth, b) improved livelihood and household wealth situation, and3)reduced erosion and enhanced soil management.3. Protected forests and participatory forest management operations include 1)closing and rehabilitation of the degraded forests through naturalregeneration, 2) various participatory forest management operations, 3)establishment of commercial timber plantations, and 4) assisted naturalregeneration with enrichment planting.
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Closing and rehabilitation of the degraded forests through naturalregeneration could be adopted on 4.9 million hectares of the high forestzone, participatory forest management operations on 100,000 hectares ofthe high forest zone, commercial timber plantations on 1.5 million hectaresof the forest zone, assisted natural regeneration with enrichment plantingon 1.2 million hectares of the high forest zone and 2.8 million hectaresonwoodlands.The overall investment and programmatic level costs to be covered by themain stakeholders for closing and rehabilitation of degraded foreststhrough natural regenerationis USD 896 million, USD 19 million for PFMoperations, USD 2.45 billion for establishment of commercial timberplantationsand USD 1.09 billion for assisted natural regeneration withenrichment planting. The potential co-benefits include a) rehabilitation ofbiodiversity, b) reduced erosion on large areas, c) restored aquifers, and d)organized sawn timber business.The role of participatory forest management can be much morepronounced than mere USD 19 million over 100,000 hectares, as it canform an integral part of the other strategic interventions. Besides theparticipatory forest management schemecan be adopted in scope of thecommercial timber plantations and the assisted natural regenerationactivities on erosion prone areas.Sustainable fuel wood and charcoal
usecanalso involve at least community woodlots as a component of theparticipatory forest management agreements.The prioritised strategic interventions form a comprehensive REDD+ schemepackage where the needs for protection, rehabilitation and management of forestareas are balanced by production of fuelwood, poles and timber.Small-scaleagricultural intensification is expected to reduce the expansion pressure onforestland. Cost-efficient implementation of the interventions requiresengagement and coordination between the agriculture, forestry and energysectors with tourism (i.e. ecotourism and cultural tourism activities),environment (i.e. land degradation issues) and various business developmentinitiatives.The REDD+ scheme implementation body, including the REDD+ Secretariat andall its sub-branches, needs a large number of personnel to administrate andpromote the suggested interventions. Total 1000 personnel are to be employedover 20 years and USD 60 million is needed for operating this REDD+ Scheme atthe regional states covered by the study, including i.e. operational facilities,equipment, various staff and participatory forest management training needs,and transportation costs. When including Oromia, the operational fundingincreases to USD 100 million.The overall investment needs sum up to USD 75 billion over the scheme durationof 20 years, while the total net return of the scheme is USD 52 billion evenwithout carbon income. On average each ton of carbon dioxide sequesteredbrings a net return of USD 7.3. These figures consider only the co-benefits fromclosing and rehabilitation of high native forests, which means that the overallbenefits of this scheme cannot be even yet fully comprehended.
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Annex 1: List of interviewed officials and experts from different
regions for the Socio-economic and literature studies

Region: Gambella

11 John Kkat Forest expert
Region: Benishangul – GumuzNo Name of expert Woreda Position1 FikremariamYeshewa Bambasi Head, Woreda office of Agri. & RD

2 Dinke Merga Bambasi Expert, livestock3 Muntazir Alkuresh Bambasi Expert, forestry4 Abiyot Haile Bambasi Expert, cooperatives5 AbdurahmanHussien Asossa V/head, Woreda office of Agri. &RD6 Yirga Tesfaw Asossa Expert, livestock

No Name of expert Woreda Position1 Abuwola Uric Gog Head, Woreda office of Agri. & RD2 David Odola Gog Forestry expert3 Oujulu Oboya Gog Team leader, natural resources4 Habtamu Belsti Gog Expert, cooperatives5 Tul Oujulu Gog Expert energy6 Opetti Omod Abobo Head, Woreda office of Agri. & RD7 Keru Omod Abobo Expert, Forestry8 Ujeli Oubong Abobo Expert, natural resources9 Kebede Oukelo Abobo Expert, livestock10 Belete Abrie Abobo Expert, energy
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7 Lulu Agezew Asossa Expert, Natural resource8 Getaneh Alemu Asossa Expert, forestry9 Tigist Yihalem Asossa Expert, crop
10 Kefeale Adem Soil & water conservation expert

Region: AfarNo Name of expert Woreda Position1 MohammedA/kadir Asayta Head, Woreda office of Agri. & RD
2 Zahra Ahmed Asayta Expert, livestock3 Yusuf Ibrahim Asayta Expert, forestry4 FantayeHunegnaw Asayta Expert, natural resources
5 Ahmed Aliu Forest expert

Region: SomaliNo Name of expert Woreda Position1 Isac Menure Kebri Beya Head, Woreda office of Agri. & RD2 SharmarekHussien Kebri Beya Expert, forestry
3 Abdulkerim Nurie Kebri Beya Expert, livestock4 Shukri Abdi Kebri Beya Expert, livestock
5 Abdulnaser Mohammed Natural resource expert

Region: Tigray
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No Name of expert Woreda Position1 Kassahun Meresa Atsbi Wonberta V/head, Woreda office of Agri. &RD2 G/kiros G/selama Atsbi Wonberta Expert, Livestock3 Berhane Etay Atsbi Wonberta Expert, Natural resources4 Hiwot Kahsay Atsbi Wonberta Expert, Forestry5 Solomon Berihu Atsbi Wonberta Expert, Forestry6 Tekeste Hagos Kola Tembien Head, Woreda office of Agri. & RD7 Hailay Girmay Kola Tembien Expert, Forestry8 MesretT/Haymanot Kola Tembien Expert, energy
9 Nechey Solomon Kola Tembien Expert, livestock
10 Mulugeta G/Selassie Head, Natural resourcesconservation, development & usecase team11 Hiwot  Desta Forest development expert12 Berhane Forest regulatory expert13 Tesfay T/Hymanot Forest inventory/ Managementexpert

Region: AmharaNo Name of expert Woreda Position1 Sisay Kassaw Metema Head, Woreda office of Agri. & RD2 Amare Fenta Metema Expert, Forestry3 Yihenew Dagne Metema Expert, livestock4 Metema Expert, energy5 Getachew Shewatena Tarmaber V/head, Woreda office of Agri. & RD6 Getish H/meskel Tarmaber Expert, Forestry7 Addisu Sewaye Tarmaber Expert, SWC
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8 Dagne Tadesse Tarmaber Expert, livestock
9 Alemayhu Bekalu Senior forest expert
Region: SNNPNo Name of expert Woreda Position1 Legese Sharew Chena Head, Woreda office of Agri. & RD2 Muluken W/senbet Chena Expert, Forestry3 Kifle Mengesha Chena Expert, natural resources4 Kassech G/mariam Chena Expert, livestock5 Endrias Wage Arbaminch Zuria Head, Woreda office of Agri. & RD6 Chanyalew Asefa Arbaminch Zuria Expert, Forestry7 Moges Mekonnen Arbaminch Zuria Expert, natural resources8 Bogale Bocho Arbaminch Zuria Expert, water, mines and energy
9 Tesgaye Fikade Forest seeds centre coordinator10 Shebesh Forest development expert11 Amele G/Egziabeher Forest conservation & Utilizationexpert
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Annex 2: List of interviewed officials and experts from different
regions for the REDD+ Environment Study

AfarNo Name of Official/ExpertInterviewed Regional GovernmentalOrganization/NGO Position/Responsibility
1 MehammedMuhamud Pastoral Agriculture andRural DevelopmentBureau Head, NRs Conservation,Development and UseCore Process2 Yared Tesfaye Pastoral Agriculture andRural DevelopmentBureau Head, BiodiversityCore Process3 Belay Asnake Pastoral Agriculture andRural DevelopmentBureau Regional focal person forREDD+
4 Assefa Biru Environmental Protectionand Rural LandAdministration and UseAgency

Head, Rural LandAdministration and UseCore Process
5 AbdulkadirMohammed Environmental Protectionand Rural Land Admin andUse Agency Head, EnvironmentalProtection Core Process
6 Tesfaye Zewdie Mining and Energy Bureau Head, Energy Sources andTech  Promotion CoreProcess7 Haftom Goitom Mining and Energy Bureau Regional expert inAlternative EnergySources Promotion8 Oumer Dawud Trade, Industry andTransport Bureau Head, InvestmentPromotionCore Process9 MandefroG/Tsadik CARE Ethiopia, Afar regional coordinator

Amhara
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No Name of Official/ExpertInterviewed Regional GovernmentalOrganization/NGO Position/Responsibility
1 GetachewEngidayehu Amhara Agriculture andRural Development Bureau Head, Natural ResourcesDevelopmentConservation, Use andWater Collection CoreProcess2 Alemayehu Bekalu Amhara Agriculture andRural Development Bureau Senior Forestry Expert
3 Sewalem Salilign Amhara Agriculture andRural Development Bureau Expert in BiodiversityConservation andmanagement4 Yeshiber Dagnew Amhara Agriculture andRural Development Bureau Regional CRGE advisor tothe Agriculture Bureau5 Tesfaye Ashene Amhara EnvironmentalProtection, LandAdministration and UseBureau

A/head of the LandAdministration and UseCore process
6 Melesse Tilahun Amhara EnvironmentalProtection, LandAdministration and UseBureau

Senior expert in LandEvaluation, Land Adminand EIA
7 Wolde Gebriel Amhara EnvironmentalProtection, LandAdministration and UseBureau

Senior expert in EIA under“Ensuring SustainableEnvironmental Protection”Division8 Misganaw Amhara EnvironmentalProtection, LandAdministration and UseBureau
Senior expert in EIA under“Ensuring SustainableEnvironmental Protection”Division9 Belsti Fetene Amhara Culture, Tourismand Parks DevelopmentBureau Wildlife Conservation andDevelopment team leader

10 x Organization forRehabilitation in Amhara(ORDA) A/Head, Natural ResourcesDevelopment Programme
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Benishangul  GumuzNo Name ofInterviewedOfficial/expert Regional Bureau/NGO Position
1 Mr. ChanyalewGelan Agriculture and RuralDevelopment Bureau Team leader, naturalresources conservationand utilization2 Mr. Bekele Guta Agriculture and RuralDevelopment Bureau Senior expert in naturalresources conservationand utilization3 Mr. Mebratu Jeno Environmental Protectionand Land AdministrationBureau Director of Rural LandAdministration and UseDivision4 Mr. Pagume Obsi Environmental Protectionand Land AdministrationBureau Director ofEnvironmental ProtectionDivision5 Mr. Gebremedhin Environmental Protectionand Land AdministrationBureau Senior expert inEnvironmental Protectionand EIA6 x Environmental Protectionand Land AdministrationBureau Senior expert inEnvironmental Protectionand EIA7 Mr. MengistuBayesa Asossa EnvironmentalProtection Club (Local NGO) Director of the NGO
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Gambella

No Name of Official/ExpertInterviewed Regional GovernmentalOrganization/NGO Position/Responsibility
1 Biel Keat Chea Gambella EnvironmentalProtection, Land Use andAdministration Agency Head, EnvironmentalProtection CoreProcess2 Akefete Abdissa Gambella EnvironmentalProtection, Land Use andAdministration Agency Regional seniorforestry expert
3 Ali Jemal Gambella EnvironmentalProtection, Land Use andAdministration Agency Regional seniorexpert in EIA
4 W/Semayat Alemu Gambella EnvironmentalProtection, Land Use andAdministration Agency Regional seniorexpert in EIA
5 Ajulu Amulu Gambella EnvironmentalProtection, Land Use andAdministration Agency Regional seniorexpert in LandAdministration andUse7 Roza Ojuni Gambella EnvironmentalProtection, Land Use andAdministration Agency Regional Seniorexpert in LandholdingTransfer8 Mamuye Tsedale Gambella Agriculture andRural Development Bureau Senior expert inBiodiversityConservation9 Getachew Chaka Gambella Agriculture andRural Development Bureau Senior Expert inForest and NaturalResourcesManagement10 Bemnet Gambella Culture, Tourismand Parks DevelopmentBureau Head, GambellaNational Parks
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SNNPRsNo Name of Official/ExpertInterviewed Regional GovernmentalOrganization/NGO Position/Responsibility
1
2

AmeleworkG/Egziabher
Tsegaye Fekadu

SNNPR Agriculture Bureau;Natural Resources andEnvironmental ProtectionAgencyNatural ResourcesConservation anddevelopment Core process

Senior regional expertin Forest resourcesadministration andutilizationSenior regional expertin Forestmanagement
3 Abera WillaHifamo SNNPR Agriculture Bureau;Natural Resources andEnvironmental ProtectionAgencyLand administration and useCore process

V/director of theagency; and head ofthe Landadministration anduse Core processSenior regional expertin Environmentaleducation & EIA4 Misrak SNNPR Agriculture Bureau;Natural Resources andEnvironmental ProtectionAgencyLand administration and useCore process

Senior regional expertin Environmentaleducation & EIA

5 Shigute Tiyite SNNPR culture and tourismBureau V/Head of Bureau;and owner of Tourismand ParksDevelopment coreprocess6 Meseret Admasu SNNPR culture and tourismBureau Senior regional expertin parks and naturalattractionsdevelopment7 SNNPR mining and energyBureau8 SNNPR Trade, Industry andInvestment Agency:
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TigrayNo Name of Official/Expert Interviewed Regional GovernmentalOrganization/NGO Position/Responsibility1 Mulugeta G/Selassie Tigray Agriculture andRural Development Bureau Head, NaturalResourcesConservation,Development andUse Core Process2 Arefayne Tigray Agriculture andRural Development Bureau Coordinator,Forestry, Soil andWater conservationCase Team3 Aynalem Hagos Tigray Agriculture andRural Development Bureau Regional REDD+focal person andsenior forestryexpert4 Solomon Maeshu Tigray EnvironmentalProtection and Rural LandAdministration Agency Head, Division ofRural LandAdministration andUse5 HaileselassieFisseha Tigray EnvironmentalProtection and Rural LandAdministration Agency A/Head, Division ofEnvironmentalProtection; andSenior expert in EIA6 Mareg Hadush Tigray Mines and EnergyAgency Director of Agency;and Head of EnergyDivision7 Goitom G/Selassie Tigray City Development,Trade and Industry Agency Head, InvestmentPromotion Coreprocess8 Desta G/Michael Relief Society of Tigray(REST)- NGO Head Department ofEnvironmentalRehabilitation andAgriculturalDevelopment
Annex 3: Methods used for carbon calculations for drivers of
deforestation and forest degradation

General considerations
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The socio-economic and various carbon calculations during this assignment has beenperformed in many ways and often depending on what data there have been availablefor the conducting of these calculations. The foremost the socio-economic data andinformation is used, which was collected during the first months of this work, which hasthen been analyzed and synthesized. The own data collection has also beencomplemented and supported by numerous secondary data and information receivedfrom professionals in Ethiopia and retrieved from Internet. A large number of reportsand articles are today found on Internet, which has made the work somewhat easier.The socio-economic data and information comprises two sets of ten householdquestionnaires for each of the 13 selected woredas, where each set of ten householdquestionnaire survey was conducted in a kebele at a distance from the other kebeleincluded in the work. As the differences between households in a kebele were not thatbig it was considered that a rather good understanding was formedof each woreda whencombined this information with one group discussion in each of the two kebele and bindit all together with a rather in depth woreda authority interview session. In most casesthe workwas started in the respective woreda by conducting the woreda discussionsession, which gave both an overview of the situation and sensitization to local issues.Additionally, when special questions and answers needed to the woreda authoritypersons were phoned back or local expertswere sent to receive more specificinformation.
Categorizing selected woredas in accordance with their main forest vegetation
typeThe actual selection criteria and the actual selection of which woredas to choose for thesocio-economic field work was conducted by mainly the team’s national experts at theinception workshop combined with discussion with various federal, regional, zonal andlocal authority persons. The international team members mainly have structured thefieldwork on the basis of the outcome of the above-mentioned Ethiopian decision-making regarding selected woredas. Only much later when all the fieldwork had beencompleted and analyzed through a first round were the selected woredas grouped intoactual forest type categories.The grouping of various Ethiopian woodlands into several categories has firstly beendone based on the average altitude of woodlands within the selected woreda. Thecategory “highland woodland” comprises an average altitude from 1700 to 3000m.a.s.l.,while “woodland” has an average altitude around 1500 m.a.s.l. and finally“lowland woodland” comprises altitudes from 350 m.a.s.l. up to maximum 1500 m.a.s.l.Lowland woredas that have a mixture of woodlands and shrublands (and somegrasslands) in about equal amounts have been grouped separately into a “lowlandwood/shrubland category. This latter category also became a western Ethiopiancategory, while another category “lowland wood/shrubland/prosopis” became thecorresponding eastern Ethiopian forest type category. This separation between awestern and an eastern lowland wood/shrubland category was further warranted dueto clearly observed diverse human ethnic and traditional customs differences betweenthese two lowland areas of Ethiopia. Another, even more important separator betweenthe two categories, was the massive invasion of prosopis trees in eastern parts of
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Ethiopia that has in large tracts of lands substituted the native acacia-based forests inEastern Ethiopia.The 13 selected woredas were finally grouped based on their respective main foresttype and the above described other selection criteria into eight forest type categories asfollows:
Moist evergreen montane forest (Chena in SNNP);
Dry evergreen montane forest (Atsbi Wonberta (Tigray), Tarma Ber (Amhara) & Wondo-Genet (SNNP));
Highland woodland (Kola Tembien (Tigray));
Woodland (Arbaminch Zuria (SNNP));
Lowland woodland (Metema (Amhara), Asossa (Benishangul-Gumuz));
Lowland wood/shrubland (Abobo and Goge (Gambella));
Lowland wood/shrubland/prosopis (Aysaita (Afar) & Kebri Beya (Somali)); and
Lowland bamboo forest (Bambasi (Benishangul-Gumuz)).
As these woredas cover only a few percent of the seven studied regions of Ethiopia theactual carbon and tCO2e results have been divided by each of the above categories totalland area, so that, for instance, in category “Moist evergreen montane forest” the carbonresults have been divided by Chena woreda total land area. By providing the carbonresults in this manner it is possible to compare the result of Chena with some otherworeda where the forest type is the same “Moist evergreen montane forest”. Thishasbeen applied throughout in the tables presented down below in this Final Report.The land area coverage and the official forest type coverage in hectares were providedfrom the REDD+ Secretariat and the source of this information is EMA 2013. As theofficial forest type names are too long to repeatedly write in a text and to place in tablesit was decided to shorten the names as shown above. About half of the 13 selectedworedas have more than one forest type of vegetation, but in those cases the main foresttype is representing the woreda.Two deviations from the official woreda official information had to be made. The firstone concerned Arbaminch Zuria woreda were two main forest types (woodland and dryevergreen montane) almost equally represented this woreda, but combined with smallamounts of other forest types the woodland type represents best the average forest typefor this woreda. The other deviation concerned Wondo Genet woreda, which had beencut into three pieces since the official land statistics had lastly been updated. The officialstatistics still state that Wondo Genet has got over 22000 ha of land, but our field studyrevealed that two pieces in the west and in the east of the woreda had approximately in2010 been cut away and brought over to Oromia region while the middle part of theworeda continued as Wondo Genet with 11361 ha of land. Thus the land coverage of theselected 13 woredas is as presented below.Land area coverage in hectares of the 13 selected woredas for this Study
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Region Woreda Total area in haAfar Aysaita 136967.5Amhara Metema 379916Tarma Ber 63038.8Benishangul-Gumuz Asossa 194980.6
Bambasi 222257Gambella Abobo 313692Goge 324667.3SNNP ArbaminchZuria 162079.7
Chena 121014.8Wondo Genet 11361Somali Kebri Beya 459237.5Tigray AtsbiWonberta 90376.8
Kola Tambien 141696.4

Methods of calculation for various wood-based carbonFirst some words on methods used in calculating the results presented in this FinalReport. Many methods have been used as becomes clear in the following sub-chapterwhere there was a need to analyze various wood energy and other wood use, estimatevarious area-based biomass, carbon and sand invasion and finally to estimate livestockimpact in the eight forest categories.
Wood energy and other wood use estimationsThe wood energy and other wood use included in this report are mainly concerning suchwood use that is used by the local population of each respective woreda included in thisreport. Both legal commercial plantation harvests and illegal tall forest timber harvestshave been omitted as there wasn’t any reliable information in this wood use and whereit is transported and how it is used. All illegal timber harvesting should any way bestopped and in the future all commercial timber should come from managed plantationsthat are cultivated in such a manner that timber trees can grow to full size. Proper forestmanagement will make this possible with thinning operations, which are currently notmuch practiced in Ethiopia. To get timber size trees is thinning operations a must in thestand development process.
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Fuelwood and other unprocessed biomass as energyThe amount of fuelwood per average household in all 13 selected woredas was anoutcome of the household interview questionnaires. This achieved average informationwas used for both rural and urban populations, as none of the 13 woredas wereparticularly urban with only small towns within the woreda boundaries. On top of theaverage private household fuelwood consumption was further added information onpublic and commercial fuelwood use in the woreda. This information came from Geissleret al. (2013). It was attempted to use the Geissler et al.  (2013) also as a triangulationtool for the fuelwood and roundwood estimate, but the wood use composition andamounts did not match too well with collected data for some woredas so consultantrelied in most cases totally on their own results.Together with fuelwood was further included other energy sources such as tree leaves(eucalypt leaves mainly), sawdust and other wood processing waste, dung andagricultural crop residues, which all were in some cases used as local substitutes forfuelwood. These other energy forms were normally used in smaller quantities and thuswere just considered as fuelwood based on the kilogram weight basis.The estimation of the kilogram amount of fuelwood is based on local households by eyecalibration combined with fuelwood bundle information sold on the local market by thedealer. Those commercially sold bundles have made most people able to determine howlarge a bundle should be to be of a certain sellable size and thus local eye calibration isnormally sufficiently well developed to support this survey information. Nobody wantsto purchase fuelwood from someone, who sells too small bundles for a kilogram-fixedprice while people only want to buy from a person who sells too big bundles for thisfixed price and thus his competitors will not sell any. This means that eye calibrationdevelops fairly well for most people, so that each seller and buyer knows fairly well theright size of a fuelwood bundle.
CharcoalThe local charcoal amount data and information consultant also got mainly directly fromtheir own field data collection as an outcome of the household questionnaireinformation, but also from woreda authority and expert interviews. A special concernwas how to get charcoal data for migrating pastoralists in the selected woredas whereno such persons were interviewed themselves. In this case local expert informationwasrelied completely. In some cases a phone call after a field visit could provide somemore detailed information in order to do the wood use and carbon calculations.
Construction wood and bambooThe estimation of construction wood was somewhat trickier as it is difficult to askpeople proper quantity information for this annual wood use. In many cases if the woodused is from native tree species people mainly talk about small and large poles, whichmay not always be either straight or equally thick in size. Also the eucalypt wood usedwas not always standardized. To determine this construction wood quantity three kindsof estimation strategieswere developed as follows:
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In SNNP region a sawmill feasibility report was used that was found on the regionaladministration website (SNNP Regional Governmental website 2015), which outlinedlocal construction wood use per average household in the region. This was applied tothe three selected woredas from SNNP region.In the case of Amhara, Gambella, Tigray, Afar and Somali region woredas the householdsstated in the household interview data collection how many construction poles ahousehold needs annually. The actual size was given as small or large poles, whichmeant different dimension in each region. The length and diameter had then to bedetermined from what kind of wood was sold on the local market. Various digitalpictures from villages and markets supported this work as well.In Bambasi and Asossa woredas in Benishangul-Gumuz the main construction materialwas lowland bamboo culms. The average amounts of culms used annually per householdcame from the household interview data collection and the size in kilograms wasprovided by Liese (2008), found on Internet.To determine how many households in each woreda have wooden constructions the CSA(2008) statistical report was used, which gave percent figures for each type of housesand huts in used in each woreda.
Canoe making woodA very special case was found in Gambella region where it had to be determined howmany canoes and how much wood is annually consumed in the canoe making process.Each canoe consumes several cubic meter of wood of Cordus africana trees, so it becamelocally important to determine. On Internet a report outlining the canoe making processfrom elsewhere in Africa (i.e. Ghana) was found with information on the average amountof timber needed in the production of one canoe (Gulbrandsen 1990). The estimates forthe number of canoes prepared on average annually was received from local expertsources.
Various area-based calculations of biomass, carbon and sand invasionThere were five main kinds of calculations needed to be made which required land areadistribution information, which are the following:
Land firesMany of the main land fires that occurred in the lowlands had been severe. From asatellite image in mid-January of 2015 it was possible to see huge flames in Goge from aland fire covering several thousand hectares. Therefore most above biomass would beburnt down to the ground in such a fire. For calculations it was estimated from a satelliteimages from early March all land fires that had occurred after the end of the rainyseason in 2014 and their combined land area coverage was calculated. The carboncalculations used an average of 5 tons of biomass burnt down by the land fires.
Invasion of prosopis and overall stand volumeSatellite images from 2005 and 2015 were interpreted for Aysaita and Kebri Beya toobserve the extent of prosopis invasion in those two years. The distribution area was
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divided into three categories that were a) dense, b) sparse and c) any prosopis and thedistribution of each category was estimated for both years.  The annual invasion ofprosopis was then calculated as 1/10 of the expansion of prosopis since the 2005distribution.From a Farm Africa (2008) report it was possible to get information over the totalnumber of charcoal sacks from four village areas, which had been clear cut during a year.By estimating that the charcoal sacks contained 30 kg of charcoal and multiplied it by sixit was possible to estimate the total wood volume of 183 m3/ha in those areas. Bymaking the assumption that it had taken some 15 years for prosopis to grow to its fullsize a one-year growth rate of 12.33 m3/ha could be estimated for good sites. Thegrowth rate would be smaller in drier areas.
Annual expansion or reduction in small-holder farmer landsThe farm intensification that started in 2010 in many regions has caused small-holderfarmers to focus their crop cultivation activities to their best lands, while their worstfarm lands has become idle. The method for calculation of this annual farmlandexpansion or reduction per zone and woreda land area has been based on comparison ofCSA (2012 and 2014) statistics as described earlier in this report.
Annual expansion of large-scale agricultural schemesFor large-scale agricultural schemes in Abobo and Goge in Gambella region and forAysaita in Afar region it was estimated the current expansion of those schemes fromsatellite images from 2015. In the case of Asossa in Benishangul-Gumuz the same spatialmethod wasalso tried, but it was impossible to see the full extent of commercial farms asthese farms were several small ones distributed in many places around small-scalefarmers’ irrigation schemes. Therefore, direct woreda informationwas used about thosecommercial farms in Asossa to get all fields included.From old satellite images (from 2000 and 2003) it was possible to see what kind of landuse there had been in those commercial and state farm areas before the establishment ofthose schemes. In most cases it was some form of woodlands. The annual woodybiomass loss due to the establishment of large-scale commercial farms first consideredthe extent of those schemes today with a woodland or shrubland woody biomass cover.Then it was assumed that an annual woody biomass loss would be 1/15 part of this todistribute the loss over 15 years.Additionally, the annual mean volume increment of those former forest landswascounted and the resulting one-year volume increment together with the abovementioned 1/15th of the forest cover then became the total annual loss of woodybiomass due to large-scale agricultural schemes.
Annual invasion of sand dunesThe method for estimating sand invasion was the same as for prosopis starting fromsatellite images of 2005 and 2015 and dividing the ten-year result into one-year sandinvasion results. Sand dunes degrade an area killing native trees and destroy crop fields,which is the reason why this calculation is included. The invasive prosopis is able to stop
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and provide shelter from sand invasion, which was in the first place the reason whyprosopis was introduced in Afar and Somali regions. Prosopis is also able to grow quitewell in sand dunes and thus stabilizing them.
Livestock related carbon and methane calculationsLivestock are impacting on carbon emissions in a landscape both through their feedingand through their enteric fermentation emissions.
Biomass in free-grazing and stall-feedingBased on the IPCC’s (2006) standard tropical livestock unit or TLU comparison ofdifferent livestock via a 200 kg weight factor it is possible to estimate the annual fodderconsumption of various livestock species. In accordance with this it was calculated thatthe various livestock species would have the numbers of animals per TLU and totally eatthe biomass as outlined below.

Various livestock fodder requirement
Livestock type

TLU
unit

200 kg
Biomass fodder in
kg/dayOxen 0,8 6.4Cattle 1 7Sheep 16.67 50.0Goats 20 60Equines 1.33 6.67Camels 1 7

The number of animals per TLU unit is our own estimate and includes also young ones,which are to an extent getting milk from their mother during the first months of theirlife. The daily amount of fodder based on the TLU unit was then combined with thelivestock statistics received from each of the selected woredas (i.e. from the woredaauthorities). The dry matter content was estimated based on Ferguson (2013).
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Various livestock enteric fermentation emission amounts of methaneThe estimation of the annual enteric fermentation emission from livestock was carriedout carried out using the formula below.
Emissions=EFT*(NT/106) (equation 4 of IPCC 2006)Where
Emissions = methane emissions from Enteric Fermentation, Gg CH4 yr-1
EF(T) = emission factor for the defined livestock population, kg CH4 head-1 yr-1 (defaultvalues from IPCC, 2006 Table 10.10&11)
N(T) = the number of head of livestock species / category T in the country
T = species/category of livestock
The annual enteric fermentation emission of methane (CH4) from livestock typesType of livestock Emissionfactor(EF)Cattle 46Sheep 5Goat 5Equine 10Total
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Annex 4: Methodology for assessing the potential for increased
carbon removal through reforestation and afforestation of
previously degraded lands.The global spatial analysis framework developed and publishedby Zomer et al. (2008)for assessing land suitability for clean development mechanism afforestation andreforestation projects was adapted. The scrublands and grasslands according to the EMA2013 preliminary map products were defined as primary suitable land use classes forreforestation and afforestation activities. Rehabilitation of the sparse forests andintroduction of trees into existing agricultural lands were identified as two otherpossible scenarios.The global forest reference by Hansen et al. (2013) has been adopted as it isapplied todevelop a reference level in Oromia Regional State. The updated forest extent of year2013 was generated based on the same authors’ tree cover map (year 2000), forest lossand regeneration layers. A large part of the arid and semi-arid zones, high altitude,waterbodies, urban and densely populated areas were excluded from the suitable landaccounts. Each land use type on a specific agro-ecological zone is assigned with a netcarbon emission factor, which includes the above-ground and belowgroundcomponents. The applied emission factors have been sourced from various nationalinventory and research databases in scope of the mission to develop a reference leveland designing a MRV system for a REDD+ Programme in Oromia Regional State.Rehabilitation of degraded forests had to be assumed to be approximately 50 per centsof the total emission removal potential compared to the land conversion of grasslandsand scrublands to forestland.The total area of shrublands and grasslands suitable for afforestation and reforestationactivities accounts for almost 5.3 million hectares. The emissions removal potentialcorresponding to over 2 Gigatons of carbon dioxide equivalent tons throughafforestation and reforestation is clearly concentrated in Amhara and Oromia regions.Large areas in Somali, Afar, Tigray and Gambela are mostly excluded due to the ariditycriteria indicating promoting carbon removal through through afforestation andreforestation actions may not be that the most cost-effective strategic option in theseregions.The national sparse forest cover account for approximately 9.3 million hectares andmost of the rehabilitation potential is found to be in Benishangul-Gumaz, Oromia,Amhara and Southern Nations, Nationalities, and People's Regions. The emissionremoval potential by rehabilitating the degraded forests is in scale of 3.7 Gigatons ofcarbon dioxide equivalent, when CO2 is sequestrated in growth of above-ground andbelowground biomass. The rehabilitation potential is found in Moist and Dry EvergreenAfro-Montane forest (and grassland complex) zones.The cultivation area statistics by the main crops over the regions is quite precisely andfrequentlyassessed by the Central Statistical Agency of Ethiopia. However, the averagetree cover within agroforestry systems in Ethiopia is not well studied. The canopy
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density and above-ground carbon stock can be similar to the degraded forests, whichcan make it challenging to separate the agroforestry sites in optical remote sensingbased analysis. The existing studies indicate that the conversion of conventionalcroplands to agroforestry enhances carbon sequestration potential with 6-22 tonscarbon equivalent tons per hectare per year(t CO2-e/ha/yr).
RecommendationsFor a consistent country-wide analysis it is recommended to produce an accurate digitalterrain model with airborne laserscanning (lidar) and apply spaceborne radar data tomonitor forest canopy changes over time. This would have the advantage of havingcomparable and consistent time series data for the whole country time eliminating theinterpreter-dependent error from visual interpretation and any bias due to lack ofsufficient image coverage. Furthermore, LiDAR and radar applications allow interpretingthe vertical forest structure changes and forest degradation in the most cost-efficientway.Forest cover as detected through remote sensing techniques including NDVI is highlyinfluenced by rainfall fluctuations, and it is therefore important to study variations dueto annual weather statistics and cropping patterns for the different regions of Ethiopia.The limited number of training areas, i.e. areas where the actual land use is verifiedthrough field visits, has led to misclassification of land use and forest in the EMA LULCmaps. In a big and diverse country like Ethiopia with many areas that are difficult toaccess, it is an almost impossible task to visit enough training sites for accuratesupervised land use classification from Landsat images. More accurate classificationcould be achieved by using a non-supervised classification method and field verificationthrough high resolution imagery (e.g. from Google Earth and Bing images).When the NFI forest inventory is completed and data is made accessible, there will be arobust and unbiased basis for updating the emission factors and enhancing accuracy andprecision of the emission calculations at the national and regional levels.  The otherterrestrial carbon pools should be considered to be included in the future estimations,when suitable data is available and reliable modelling techniques have beeninvestigated.Increased carbon removal potential assessment is highly dependent on the accuracy ofthe land cover map data. When such a map product and unbiased emission factorsdeveloped based on NFI, it allows more solid potential quantification and comparisonsbetween the regions.
Annex 5: Afforestation/reforestation and carbon removal potential

the over regions.
Potential afforestation /
reforestation area, in
hectares

C removal

AGB BGB DOM SOC Total

Region Vegetation zone Mt C Mt C Mt C Mt C Mt C
Addis Ababa Dry evergreen Afro- 124 0 0 0 0 0
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Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF)
Afar

Acacia-Commiphorawoodland and bushlandproper (ACB) 683

0 0 0 0 0

Amhara

Acacia-Commiphorawoodland and bushlandproper (ACB) 7535 0 0 0 0 0
Combretum-Terminaliawoodland and woodedgrassland (CTW) 278389 5 4 1 5 14
Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 2243957 187 69 8 55 319
Other 443742 NA NA NA NA NA
Total 2973623

193 72 8 60 333

Benishangul-Gumuz

Combretum-Terminaliawoodland and woodedgrassland (CTW) 227411 4 3 0 4 11
Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 9011 1 0 0 0 1
Moist Evergreen Afro-Montane Forest (MAF) 16089 3 1 0 1 4Other 7 NA NA NA NA NA
Total 252518 8 4 1 5 17

Dire Dalwa Total 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gambella

Combretum-Terminaliawoodland and woodedgrassland (CTW) 23 0 0 0 0 0
Moist Evergreen Afro-Montane Forest (MAF) 1 0 0 0 0 0Transitional Rain Forest(TRF) 1775 0 0 0 0 0
Total 1799 0 0 0 0 0

Harari Total 0 0 0 0 0 0

Oromia

Acacia-Commiphorawoodland and bushlandproper (ACB) 5035 0 0 0 0 0
Combretum-Terminaliawoodland and woodedgrassland (CTW) 208185 4 3 0 3 10
Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 1186309 99 36 4 29 169
Moist Evergreen Afro-Montane Forest (MAF) 75838 13 3 1 3 20Transitional Rain Forest(TRF) 610 0 0 0 0 0Other 85169 NA NA NA NA NA
Total 1561146 116 42 5 35 199

Somali
Acacia-Commiphorawoodland and bushlandproper (ACB) 4 0 0 0 0 0
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Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 12 0 0 0 0 0
Total 16 0 0 0 0 0

Southern Nations,
Nationalities, and
People's Region

Acacia-Commiphorawoodland and bushlandproper (ACB) 10753 0 0 0 0 0
Combretum-Terminaliawoodland and woodedgrassland (CTW) 297239 6 4 1 5 15
Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 172994 14 5 1 4 25
Moist Evergreen Afro-Montane Forest (MAF) 6389 1 0 0 0 2Transitional Rain Forest(TRF) 444 0 0 0 0 0Other 6302 NA NA NA NA NA
Total 494121 21 9 1 10 41

Tigray

Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 10399 1 0 0 0 1
Other 883 NA NA NA NA NA
Total 11282 1 0 0 0 1

Ethiopia

Acacia-Commiphorawoodland and bushlandproper (ACB) 24010 0 0 0 0 0
Combretum-Terminaliawoodland and woodedgrassland (CTW) 1011247 19 13 2 17 51
Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 3622809 303 111 13 89 515
Moist Evergreen Afro-Montane Forest (MAF) 98317 17 4 1 3 26Transitional Rain Forest(TRF) 2830 0 0 0 0 0Other 536101 NA NA NA NA NA
Total 5295314 339 128 16 109 592

Annex 6: Distribution of sparse forests by regions and vegetation
zones.

Region Vegetation zone Total Sparse forestarea (ha) % onsteepslopesAddis Ababa Total 0 -Afar Total 0 -
Amhara Acacia wooded grassland of the Rift Valley(ACB/RV) 10599 42 %Other 5126 36 %
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Total 15725 40 %
Benishangul-Gumuz

Combretum-Terminalia woodland andwooded grassland (CTW) 333363 45 %Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 2312686 28 %Moist Evergreen Afro-Montane Forest(MAF) 1948829 26 %Other 1477 6 %Total 4596355 28 %
Dire Dalwa Acacia-Commiphora woodland andbushland proper (ACB) 1024327 47 %Total 1024327 47 %
Gambella

Moist Evergreen Afro-Montane Forest(MAF) 84883 57 %Transitional Rain Forest (TRF) 24414 69 %Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 798176 44 %Total 907473 46 %Harari

Oromia

Acacia-Commiphora woodland andbushland proper (ACB) 384449 49 %
Combretum-Terminalia woodland andwooded grassland (CTW) 47785 73 %Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 1404085 34 %Moist Evergreen Afro-Montane Forest(MAF) 29713 21 %Transitional Rain Forest (TRF) 63423 42 %Wooded grassland of the WesternGambella region (WGG) 14683 45 %Other 632494 37 %Total 2576632 38 %

Somali
Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 74283 46 %
Other 7646 37 %
Total 81929 45 %

Southern Nations, Nationalities,and People’s Region
Combretum-Terminalia woodland andwooded grassland (CTW) 608 0 %
Other 2172 0 %Moist Evergreen Afro-Montane Forest(MAF) 81755 5 %Total 84535 5 %Tigray Total 0 -

Ethiopia Acacia wooded grassland of the Rift Valley(ACB/RV) 10599 42 %Acacia-Commiphora woodland andbushland proper (ACB) 1408776 48 %
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Combretum-Terminalia woodland andwooded grassland (CTW) 381755 48 %Dry evergreen Afro-Montane Forest andGrassland complex (DAF) 4589230 33 %Moist Evergreen Afro-Montane Forest(MAF) 2145180 27 %Transitional Rain Forest (TRF) 87837 50 %Wooded grassland of the WesternGambella region (WGG) 14683 45 %Other 648915 36 %Total 9286975 35 %
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Annex 7: Constraints related to forest management with policy and
legal connotation to REDD+ performance in regions

No Benishangul
Gumuz

Tigray Amhara Gambella SNNPR Afar Somali1 Shiftingcultivation Institutionalgap Lack ofcomprehensiveland use planand landadministration
allocation offorestedlands tolarge-scaleagriculturalInvestment&logging

Inadequateinstitutionalset up andlimitedcapacity
Illegal charcoal making

2 Illegalsettlement Lack ofintegration&coordinationb/w &amongsectors

Lack ofregional forestlaw due torestriction byFederal forestlaw
Lack ofregionalforest lawand poorenforcementof thefederal law

Weakenforcementof the regionalforest andother laws
Limitation in traditionalclan-based ownership

3 Fire (wild &human-induced). Lack ofregionalforest law Weakregulatory &enforcementcapacity offorestryinstitution
Weak andineffectiveinstitutionalsetting andcapacity

Failure toenforceinvestmentguidelinesregulatinglarge scaleinvestment

Lack ofregionalforest lawandregulation
4 Large scale agr.expansion Small-scaleagr.expansion Weak andineffectiveinstitutionalsetting

Shiftingcultivation Increasingsmall-scaleagriculturalencroachmentinto forests
Poor enforcement of thefederal forest law

5 Institutionalgap; andcapacity Poorenforcementinvestment,EIA laws
Impacts oftrans-woreda(Mofer-zemet)&large-scalefarming

RefugeesSettlement Forest fire(humaninduced) Large-scaleprivateinvestmentand statedevelopmentprojects:6 Undifferentiatedpenalties fordifferent forestoffences
Fire Humaninduced fire Lack ofsectoralintegrationandcoordination

Illegal timberharvesting Lack of budget andtrained manpower inforestry and naturalresources sector
7 Poorcoordinationamong sectors Firewoodand charcoalmaking Lack of readilyavailablealternativeenergy sources

ExtremeLack ofawareness Fuelwoodcollection Lack ofinter-sectoralcoordinationamongregionalbureaus:8 Failure tomainstream theforestry sectorin devt.programs
Lack ofbenefitsharingmechanisms

Lack of inter-sectoralcoordination
9 Lack of land usepolicy
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Annex 8: Federal level policy and legal framework relevant to
REDD+ performance

Even taking in to account the too little tradition of natural resource policy construction inthe country, it cannot be said that currently, Ethiopia is short of policies and programs.When sectoral and cross- sectoral policies related to natural resources and theenvironment that will have impact on REDD+ activities are considered, there are overfifteen documents waiting for full implementation. Repeatedly enriched throughworkshops and seminars, the policy documents and programs are large andcomprehensive enough to deserve any serious criticism for their content, although somestill lack realistic objectives. If implemented, as envisaged in all the documents, the countrywould have long started to look into an encouraging future in its environmentalmanagement.
No Legal framework Points pertinent to REDD+ Remark1 FDRE Constitution (1995)  Guarantees the right of Ethiopian ‘peasants’and ‘pastoralists ’to free allotment of landand not to be evicted there from.

 Private investors have the right to use landin accordance with “payment arrangementsestablished by law”.
 power to establish state administration thatbest fits their specificities’, pass and executeState policies, laws and strategies,administer land and natural resources, levyand collect taxes…

Some criticize theinappropriateness offixing land ownershipConstitutionally

2 Woreda LevelDecentralization Program(DLDP) 2002  local level empowerment to manage localaffairs including natural resources
3 Environmental policy(1997)  Aims at sustainable development of naturalas well as cultural resources;

 entertains various cross-sectoral policies,and includes population and theenvironment, community participation,tenure and access rights to naturalresources, land use planning, social andgender issues, EIA, research educationProvides institutional, implementation andlegislative framework, responsibilities andmandates for sustainable development ofnatural resources
 Emphasizes the need to establish legalreference for people’s participation in thenatural resources management
 Provides overarching framework formonitoring and evaluation ofenvironmental projects.

Problematic inimplementation for onehas to choose betweenattracting investment andenv. Protection (investorprefers cheaper options)
Poor enforcement; may be109 ob e 109 lack ofefficient organization &capacity;
The task call for a biggerorganization, trained manpower and adequatefinance which wereabsent for a long time.
Delegation of authority toMinistries with conflict ofinterests is considered a
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mistake4 a) Forest Conservationand Utilization Policyand Strategy (2007)
b) Forest Conservationand Utilizationproclamation no.2007

 Aims to realize forest product demandsof society and the increase of the sectorcontribution to the national economythrough the promotion of private forestdevelopment, forest technologies,product marketing, and establishing up-to-date information database.
 Identified the State, communities and theprivate sector as potential owners andmanagers of forests … with attractiveincentives to private forest investors.
 Emphasizes the participation of localcommunities in the management of, andsharing of benefits from, State forests.
 Links forest with relevant sectoralpolicies like energy, rural land use andadministration.

Both the policy and thelaw over “emphasize”community rights incertain way restrictingforest development in away that is more efficientDoes not elaborate theprovisions of incentivesfor private investors inforestry as the policystrategy document does.It focuses more on theduties and obligations ofprivate forest developersthan on the incentives toattract them.5 a) The wildlife policy2005b) Wildlife proclamation& regulation 2005
 Emphasis the need for rehabilitating andconserving the resource to enhance itscontribution to the economy andcommunity livelihood
 Protect the wildlife resources … inaccordance with international wildlifeconventions and agreements to which thecountry is a signatory.
 Envisage the community and investorsparticipation in the sector.
 addresses issues like utilization ofincome from the wildlife resource amongthe Federal, regional governments andcommunities

 Enforcement limitation
 Shortage of man poweruntil recently

6 Rural Land Administrationand Land UseProclamation no.456/2005
 Establishes cadastral mapping,certification of land, and provided notime limit for rural land holding rights offarmers and transfer of use rightsthrough inheritance to members of thefamily, and also leasing of land to alimited period of time.
 The land use part of the sameproclamation ascertains the need todevelop a land-use master plan takinginto account soil type, landform, weathercondition, plant cover and socio-economic conditions, based on watershedapproach. It is also to determines thetype of lands (based on slop) that shallfor under different uses.

Certification is limited toagricultural plots;forested land is registeredas agricultural andAbsence of land use policyis the major constraint forsustainable managementof land
Inheritance restricted tooffspring’s dependent onfarming;violates inheritance rightsof citizens, but alsoprevents improvement ofrural developmentthrough the flow of to beand skill from urban torural areas.7 Access to GeneticResources and CommunityKnowledge, andCommunity RightsProclamation No. 482/2006

 Deals with access to genetic resources(by communities), community knowledgeand protection of these rights with theobjectives to “ensure … benefit… arisingfrom genetic resources.
 no legal restriction shall be provided onthis right and it is inalienable right of the
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And, regulation No.169/2009)(habituated theNagoya Protocol)
community.

 Details access rights, obligations, andtypes of benefit and benefit sharingprinciples.
 Provides communities with the right toregulate access to their communityknowledge; an inalienable right to usetheir genetic resources …; the right toshare from the benefit arising out of theutilization of their genetic resources andcommunity knowledge.8 Federal InvestmentProclamation (2012)  Aims to promote foreign and domesticinvestment in various sectors includinginvestment on land,
 Provides overarching framework forregional investment proclamations onallocation of land for investment
 Provides private investors the right to useland for “agricultural developmentactivities” in accordance with federal andregional laws.
 Applications are examined for technical andfinancial feasibility and environmental andsocial acceptability.
 Defines the types of investment investorscould and could not be engaged in

There is little legalshortfall in the investmentlaw;EIA is supposed to coverany unseen or unintendedoutcome of investmentanywhere, includingagriculture; reluctance ofgovernment official toimplement the law to theletter is to blame;
It is also a problematicthat state-leddevelopment projects(other than those financedby WB) are not obliged toproduce EIA report9 Environmental ImpactAssessment Proclamation(299/2002)  Aim:

 to predict and manage the environmentaleffects of proposed developmentalactivities;
 to harmonize … environmental,economic, cultural and socialconsiderations into a decision makingprocess;
 to implement environmental rights andobjectives enshrined in the Constitution;and 111 ob e 111 111 111 aboutadministrative transparency andaccountability.
 To prohibits implementation of anyproject that requires EIA withoutauthorization from the federal orregional environmental agency.

 Poor enforcementrecord; governmenthas little economicincentive to enforcethe law
 Authority toimplement the lawassigned to differentministries withconflict of interest
 No regulation tofacilitateimplementation

10 Expropriation ofLandholdings for PublicPurposes and Payment ofCompensation Law No.455/2005
 Gives power to district authorities to seizerural or urban holdings for publicpurposes; including land 111ob e leased toinvestors.
 Permits compensation, not for the land assuch, as the land belongs to the state, butfor property situated on the land and forpermanent improvements made to theland.

Problematic in the case offorest dwellers,pastoralists or other non-farming communitieswhose holding iscustomary and hold nocertificate to claimcompensation11 National Energy policy2013  Enhance and expand the developmentand use of hydrological resources, …natural gas and oil, agro-forestryprograms;
 Provide alternative energy sources,introduce energy conservation and

Misses provisions forsustainable biomassenergy; and
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energy saving measures
 Ensure the compatibility of energyresources
 Development and utilization withecologically and environmentally soundpractices;
 Ensure community participation,especially the participation of women,the private sector in the development ofthe energy sector.
 Create appropriate institutional and legalframeworks to handle all energy issues.

Energy saving efficienttechnology

12 National BiodiversityStrategy and ActionPlan (2005)
 Remaining ecosystems are conservedthrough a network protected areas;
 by 2020, all remaining naturalecosystems outside the protected willcome under protected areas
 The costs and benefits on biodiversityconservation are 112ob e shared througha range of public, private,community/CBO and NGO partnerships
 Agro-biodiversity of Ethiopia is 112ob econserved through a mix of in situ and exsitu programmes.

High rate of populationgrowth and consumption;• economic systems fail tovalue of theenvironmental resources;• inequity in ownership,and flow of benefits fromboth the use andconservation of biologicalresources;• deficiencies inknowledge and itsapplication;• Legal and institutionalpromote unsustainableexploitation.CRGE Forestry is one of the four major pillars ofClimate Resilient Green Economy (CRGE) ofEthiopia. Through afforestation, reforestation,area closure and better and sustainable forestmanagement practices CRGE aims to enhancethe forest cover and increase carbon stock ofthe forests and woodlands. The REDD+ is toserve as an important tool mitigate climatechange through preventing deforestation andforest degradation
SLMP II SLMP II will be implemented in 90 new and45 existing Woredas/watersheds in six of theregions such as Oromia, Amhara, Tigray,SNNP, Gambela and Benishangul Gumuz.14 United NationsFramework Conventionsfor Climate Change(UNFCC)

Currently UNFCCC is the single global climatepolicy setting with broad legitimacy.   UNFCCCset the establishment of a nationalgreenhouse gas inventoriesnationalgreenhouse gas inventories of greenhouse gas(GHG) emissions and removals, as attached byKyoto Protocol and for the commitment ofthose countries to GHG reductions. ThroughCOP nations are working to create a legallybinding framework to move towardscombating CC globally. REDD+ is the directoutcome of such process

Ethiopia is either a partyor a signatory to beinternational and regionalenvironmentalconventions andagreements that aredirectly or ultimatelyrelevant to REDD+.The country is an activeparticipant in the globalclimate change initiatives.
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Until recentlyimplementation laggedbehind to be EPA’s failureto create awareness onthe objectives of theConventions amongrespective implementingagencies. As a result, theconventions failed to bemainstreamed in to thenational developmentprograms/projects.Nevertheless, the REDD+initiative, and the moreinclusive strategies in theCRGE will definitelyenhance theimplementation of theconventions.15 United Nations Conventionon Biological Diversity(CBD); The Biodiversity Convention, is a multilateraltreaty with three main goals: conservation ofbiodiversity resources, sustainable use of itscomponents; and fair and equitable sharing ofbenefits arising from genetic resources. Thisconvention is key for the implementation ofREDD+ safeguards with a component, not onlyof biodiversity, but the protection ofcommunity rights and interest
16 United Nations Conventionto Combat Desertification(CCD) UNCCD is a legally binding agreement amongnations focusing on preventingdesertification, along with climate change andthe loss of biodiversity.  It addressesparticularly arid and semi-arid areas, knownas the drylands with fragile ecosystem. Partiesto the Convention further specified theirgoals: to forge a global partnership to reverseand prevent desertification/land degradationand to mitigate the effects of drought inaffected areas in order to support povertyreduction and environmental sustainability.
Annex 9: Financial assessment of the strategic options

In this financial analysis four top priority strategic options for the forest and agriculturalsectors have been analyzed, which are the following:
 Strategic option 1: Yield-increasing techniques for agriculture;
 Strategic option 2: Sustainable fuelwood and (commercial) charcoal use;
 Strategic option 3: Lower emitting techniques for agriculture; and
 Strategic option 4: Protected forests and Participatory Forest Managementoperations.A fifth strategic option (no. 5) on “Rangeland and pastureland management” for thelivestock sector was further assessed in 13 woredas of the seven regions and it wasfound out that actually already some 80% of all livestock in those 13 woredas of
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Ethiopia are under stall-feeding (or cut and carry) practice. If those woredas arerepresentative of the 7 regions it would mean that the additional gain of including thisoption in a REDD+ scheme is rather low and the carbon estimates would be ratherinaccurate with a need for further scientific research needs to fix values for the carbongains/ha in a scientifically accurate manner. Before going into the actual financialanalysis here are some assumptions related to the replication of the below per hectareor per household financial analysis.For Strategic option 1 (Table 1) the potential expansion potential will first consider thefull-capacity potential establishment of small-scale irrigation systems (Table 4) understrategic option 3, as it is easier to determine up scaling via a first consideration of theirrigation potential in Ethiopia. Potential replication of Table 4 can be estimated basedon the information that by 2030 the overall potential for small-scale irrigation systemsin Ethiopia is around 5.3 million ha. If Oromia is left out (46,01% of Ethiopia’s currentsmall-holder farm land area (based on CSA 2014) then the remaining 2,861,253 ha couldbe considered the potential of the 7 other regions. As there is already an overall of640,000 ha of small-scale irrigation systems in existence the final figure for the sevenregions would be approximately 2,515,717 additional small-scale irrigation hectaresuntil 2034.For Table 1 it can be assumed that by 2034 there would then be needed some10,114,126 ha of farm land without irrigation systems in the seven regions. One couldthen further assume that during the lifetime of the REDD+ scheme some 50% of thistotal farm land would eventually fall within this climate smart agriculture framework(rainfed agroforestry with fertilizer utilization).For the strategic option 2 (Sustainable fuelwood and (commercial) charcoal use) there isa need to first assess the current number of households in the seven regions. This figurecould in accordance with CSA 2008 and woreda authority population information fromthe 13 selected representative woredas for this study be estimated to be on average (asampled average figure) around 7.19 persons per household in 2015 and the currentoverall total of households in the seven regions would then be approximately 7,272,806.Until 2030 the number of households will increase by 34% (using the CRGE 2011expectation that in 2030 there will be 134 million inhabitants in Ethiopia) if the averagehousehold size would be constant. In this financial analysis it is considered that theparticipating households in this wood efficiency study (Table 3) are first counted fromthe current numbers of households to make calculations somewhat simpler to perform.For the new households established during the project lifetime it is expected that thesewill be included in the project (Table 3) on average 5 years.For strategic option 4 (Protected forests and Participatory Forest Managementoperations) the spatial analysis carried out for assessing the carbon removal potentialthrough afforestation, reforestation and rehabilitation of degraded forestswere referredto.The total potential for closing and rehabilitating the high forests is estimated to be4,995,390 ha (Tables 5, 6 and 7). Some 1,520,045 ha of the potential afforestation andreforestation areas could be proposed for commercial timber plantations (Table 8).Furthermore, it was estimated that 1,159,100 ha could be the expansion potential ofassisted natural regeneration with enrichment planting (Table 9) in the high forest zone.In addition, small-holder and community woodlots (Table 3) can be then planned on
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some 1,273,000 ha of woodlands. All these above foreseen expansion areas of Tables 3,5, 6, 7 and 8 fall within the realistic limits calculated (Annexes 3, 4, 5 and 8) for thecurrent high and woodland forest cover in Ethiopia excluding Oromia.
Strategic option 1: Yield-increasing techniques for agricultureFor this strategic option all listed actions under the topicwere tried to incorporate intoone financial analysis presented in Table 1.Table 1. Climate smart agriculture – agro-forestry & zero tillage in home-garden & open fieldsProduction Unit SourceAverage baseline crop yield - cereals 1.8 t/ha/year CSA 2014Average baseline crop yields - pulses 1.2 t/ha/year CSA 2014% of land allocated to cereals in 2012 80% CSA 2012% of land allocated to pulses in 2012 13% CSA 2012% of land allocated for vegetables, root crops,enset and fruits 5.3% CSA 2014
% of land allocated for cash crops (chat, coffee,hops and sugar cane) 5.8% CSA 2014
% increase in crop yields due to climate smartagriculture 30% Woreda authorityestimationsBaseline carbon stock 8 tCO2/ha/year WBISSP, 2004Average annual carbon stock enhancement onmain farmlands 3 tCO2/ha/year Estimate from SLMP IIprojectAverage annual carbon enhancement in homegardens 72,5 tC/ha andthus 7 tC/ha/year Mesele Negash 2013
Proposed share of homegardens from totalfarmlands 30% of availablehh farmland Own household surveyresult from WondoGenet woreda
Recurrent management costLabour opportunity cost (140 days per ha/year) USD 416/ha/year Local expert estimateSeed cost: annual USD 20/ha/year Local expert estimateFertilizers (50 kg/ha/year): annual USD 30/ha/year Local expert estimateImplements/tools: annual USD 23/ha/year Local expert estimateAgroforestry seedlings (50 seedlings/year): yrs.1-4 USD 12/ha/year Local expert estimate
RevenuesAverage price of cereals USD 395/ton Local expert estimate
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Average price of pulses USD 550/ton Local expert estimateEstimated average income increase in all 8regions 30% from BAUscenario Local expert estimate
Co-benefitsImproved livelihoods and well-being ofpopulation All these calculations would need some first

priority calculations, which could then be
replicated and adjusted over larger areas of
irrigated farm landsReduce deforestation/land pressure in ruralareasImproved/varied nutrition among ruralpopulationImproved health effects among populationBetter education opportunities wealth among

The financial analysis tries to cover this strategic option with agro-forestry practices andsome utilization of fertilizers. The trees included in the agro-forestry practices can bevarious such as fruit, amenity, fodder or wood energy or construction wood treesdepending on the respective household’s needs and prospects of earning its livelihood.The analysis considers that it takes some 10 years to build up the carbon pool in theaverage agroforestry system (Mesele Negash 2013). It is difficult to determine an exactfigure for replication of this action and thus our assumption is based on this 30%expansion as presented already above. The overall carbon built up in the system over 20years is estimated to be 130 tCO2e/ha. The net present value is calculated based on botha 10% and a 16% annual inflation, where the latter has been close to the actual realitymean inflation rate of the Ethiopian economy during the last 15 years or so. Themarginal abatement cost value of -27.5 (with 10% annual inflation MACC) presented inTable 9 below means that this is an efficient action, which will in all cases be animprovement of the Ethiopian farming practices. It can also be replicated all over thecountry over large farmland areas.
Strategic option 2: Sustainable fuelwood and (commercial) charcoal useThis strategic option 2 is analyzed financially with three different analyses, whichcovers the following actions:Table 2. Energy Efficient Cooking stoves and Biogas unit installations;Table 3. Small-holder and community woodlots.These two calculations form a kind of package, where Table 2 deals with energy savingoptions for wood use, while Tables 3 deals with the sustainable production of wood forpoles and fuelwood (and thus potentially also charcoal). This wood would be producedon severely degraded or even barren wood land and is a good option of getting theseforest lands covered by trees and in efficient use again. The carbon that is accumulatingin these two activities stems from either wood saving in terms of reduced wood
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consumption (Table 2) or from the production of construction wood, which will largelybe conserved in various wood constructions for longer period of time.Table 2. Energy Efficient Cooking stoves and Biogas unit installationsProduction Unit SourceAverage rural and small town urban householdannual fuelwood consumption, includingcharcoal amounts On average 6078kg/HH/year in 7regions ofEthiopia
Own householdinterview survey in 13representativeworedas in 2015Average fuelwood savings with an EnergyEfficient Cook (EES) stove 16,75% out of7623 kgfuelwood/HH/yr Dresen et al. 2014conducted in Kaffazone of SNNP regionAverage fuelwood savings with a householdbiogas installation ca. 75% out of7748 kgfuelwood/HH/yr Study by Amare 2015in Amhara region

Aim for EES promotion 30% of allhouseholds useEES stoves An assumption
Aim for biogas unit installations 10% of allhouseholds use abiogas unit An assumption basedon WinrockInternational 2013Investment costImproved cook stove price delivered to market USD 15/unit Locally quoted priceAssumed price paid by household for eachimproved cook stove USD 8/unit (thedifference is paidby a subsidy) Unique 2014 priceinformation
Biogas unit total price USD 818/ Unit Woreda authority andlocal households inWondo Genet in 2015Assumed price paid by household for eachbiogas unit USD 464/unit (thedifference is paidby a subsidy) Woreda authority inWondo Genet in 2015
Training event for household representativesthat purchase biogas equipmentTraining for masons on constructing biogas unit

USD 6/HH
USD 10/ unit 1st yr

Estimates extrapolatedfrom national and local3-day training cost
Maintenance of biogas unit: annual USD 5/unit EstimateRecurrent costAssumed carbon price per ton C USD 5/tC An assumed price,which is thought tohave baked in potential
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co-benefitsAverage fuelwood price paid by rural and small-town urban households USD 100/ton offuelwood Own householdinterview survey in 13representativeworedas in 7 regionsAverage savings in annual fuelwood cost onceEES stove is in use USD102/unit/year Based on financialanalysis with the aboveprovided dataAverage savings in annual fuelwood cost oncethe biogas equipment starts functioning USD 450,85/Unit/year Based on financialanalysis with the aboveprovided dataPotential Co-benefitsLonger life expectance for women All these calculations would need some first
priority calculations, which could then be
replicated and adjusted over larger areas of
irrigated farm lands

Better health among the Ethiopian populationBetter livelihood and wealth situation inhouseholdsReduced smoke particle amounts in houses
The conducted financial analysis indicates (see table 10 below) that both energyefficient cook stoves and biogas unit installations are by far the most efficient actionsanalyzed in terms of their carbon reduction potential and their NPV values are also high,which means that these options should be attractive for Ethiopian households withsome economic justification. The EES stoves have substantially lower investment coststhan the biogas installations and therefore it can be expected that households with tighteconomy may opt for this alternative, while wealthier households may opt for the biogasinstallation alternative as the NPV is much higher in this alternative once the pre-investment has been made. This alternative, however, requires some training andmaintenance actions to function properly and it is therefore more difficult to operatethan the EES stoves.The co-benefits accompanying the normal financial returns from the actual business,the carbon reduction gains and the co-benefits are all substantial in both aboveplantations options.Table 3. Small-holder and community woodlots on woodlandsProduction Unit SourceBaseline carbon stock 5 tCO2/ha WBISPP, 2004 report(for unstockedgrassland i.e. oldbarren forestland)Annual biomass increment 10 m3/ha/year or10.1 Moges et al. 2010
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tCO2/ha/yearBiomass removal – final harvest at age 7 108 m3/ha Local expert estimateBiomass removal – final harvest at age 13 108m3/ha Local expert estimateBiomass removal – final harvest at age 20 116 m3/ha Local expert estimateInvestment costPlanting cost: 1st year USD 60/ha Local expert estimateSeedling cost (1111 seedlings/ha): 1st year USD 256/ha Local expert estimateRecurrent management costBoundary maintenance: annual USD 6/ha Local expert estimateWeeding: annual operation years 1-3 USD 19/ha Local expert estimateProtection of seedlings (fire and animals):annual USD 6/ha/year Local expert estimate
RevenuesPoles USD 113/m3 Mean local marketpriceFuelwood USD 100/m3 Mean local marketpriceRoundwood harvesting cost USD 17/m3 Local expert estimateFuelwood harvesting cost USD 6/m3 Local expert estimateCo-benefitsOrganized fuelwood and construction wood All these calculations

would need some first
priority calculations,
which could then be
replicated and adjusted
over larger areas of
wood lots

Reduced erosion and soil management on largeareasNitrogen fixing in soils (with some trees)Better penetration of rain into soilsSome agroforestry income opportunities
Strategic option 3: Lower emitting techniques for agricultureThe financial analysis for the strategic option 3 is covered by Table 4 below. This kind ofaction has got a substantial pre-investment need with the establishment of the small-scale irrigation systems where the irrigation canals and the water pumping system arethe two major investment items. Once the irrigation system is operational this is a veryviable option for farmers of Ethiopia and it can be expected that all potential landavailable for such irrigation systems will be taken into use.
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The NPV that results from the financial analysis above is well in line with the EthiopianATA reported results from elsewhere in Ethiopia when one considers that 1.5-2households would cultivate one hectare of land in more fertile and densely populatedareas of Ethiopia. Among the many positive benefits of this kind of small-holderirrigation systems there is also at least one negative detriment, which is the salinizationhazard. In this financial analysis it was anyway calculated that major constraints fromsalinization would occur only after the 20 year period is completed.The substantial carbon gain that will be achieved by this irrigation system is related tothe fact that this kind of operation is more efficient than traditional farming practicesand it will substantially save forest areas in Ethiopia from becoming deforested due tofarmland expansion needs. As indicated and calculatedin Table 4 this reduceddeforestation amount to cover some 44 tCO2e/ha/year and combined with a 3tCO2e/ha/year of normal agricultural operations is leads to a total of 47 tCO2e/ha/yearover 20 years.Table 4. Yield-increasing techniques for agriculture (small-scale irrigation & fertilizer use)Production Unit SourceAverage baseline crop yield - cereals 1.8 t/ha/year CSA 2014Average baseline crop yields - pulses 1.6 t/ha/year CSA 2014% increase in crop yields due to small-scaleirrigation systems 60% CSA 2012, CSA 2014and own woredasurveysCurrent crop land area in Ethiopia 15,000,000 haCurrent small-scale irrigation capacityestablished 640,000 ha
Total potential capacity for irrigation inEthiopia 5,300,000 ha
Total agricultural land area needed in 2030without irrigation system expansion 27,000,000 ha CRGE report 2011
With full-scale irrigation established theexpansion of farm land is reduced to 4,160,000 ha Own calculationsbased on the abovedataWhich means an actual additional farmlandexpansion of 1%/year until 2030 Own calculationsbased on the abovedatainstead of an annual expansion of 2.9% withoutirrigation expansion Own calculationsbased on the abovedataAverage annual per hectare forest gain(reduced deforestation elsewhere if irrigationpotential is built out to full-scale capacity 44 tCO2/ha gainedannually for eachnew irrigated hectarein Ethiopia

Estimate based on CSA2014, Unique 2014and own primary datafrom 13representative
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woredas in 6 regionsof Ethiopia% of land allocated to cereals in 2012 80% CSA 2012% of land allocated to pulses in 2012 13% CSA 2012Baseline carbon stock 8 tCO2/ha/year WBISSP, 2004Average annual carbon stock enhancement onfarmlands 3 tCO2/ha/year Estimate from SLMP IIprojectInvestment costEstablishment of an irrigated area: 1st year USD 298/ha Based on EthiopianATA, 2013Average treadle water pump cost USD 201/ha Based on EthiopianATA, 2013Labour opportunity cost (140 days perha/year) USD 416/ha/year Local expert estimate
Labour opportunity cost for irrigation (2 mandays/irrigation time of 1 ha): 6 times/year 60 Birr/day Based on EthiopianATA, 2013Seed cost: annual USD 20/ha/year Local expert estimateFertilizers (50 kg/ha/year): annual USD 30/ha/year Local expert estimateImplements/tools: annual USD 23/ha/year Local expert estimateAgroforestry seedlings (10 seedlings/year):year 1-4 USD 2.5/ha/year Local expert estimate
RevenuesAverage price of cereals USD 395/ton Local expert estimateAverage price of pulses USD 550/ton Local expert estimateAverage yield increase in cereals due toproduction improvements 2.88 t/ha/year Local expert estimate
Average yield increase in pulses due toproduction improvements 1.9 t/ha/year Local expert estimate
Assessed net irrigation benefit for householdsin Ethiopia in 2013 Net USD 390/household/year(range USD 244-536/household/year)

Ethiopian ATA, 2013
Homegarden income assessed in Wondo Genetworeda (including various in-kind incomesfrom crops, livestock, wood and energy goods) Net USD 2000/ha/year possible(from irrigation &fertilizers only)

Based on own house-hold interview survey& woreda authorityinformation in 2015Co-benefits
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Improved livelihoods and well-being ofpopulation All these calculations would need some first
priority calculations, which could then be
replicated and adjusted over larger areas of
irrigated farm landsReduce deforestation & land pressure in ruralareasSalinization (a potential negative co-benefit)Improved/varied nutrition among ruralpopulationImproved health effects among populationBetter education opportunities due to morewealth among rural population

Strategic option 4: Protected forests and Participatory Forest Management operationsThe strategic option 4 (Participatory forest management) is foreseen to compriseseveral different kinds of financial analyses, which are the following:
 Table 5. Closing and rehabilitation of high native forests without planting;
 Table 6. Rehabilitation of severely degraded high native forests without planting;
 Table 7. PFM as sustainable forest management in high native forests;
 Table 8. Commercial timber plantations
 Table 9. Assisted natural regeneration with enrichment plantingTables 5, 6 and 7 concerns existing high native forest lands, where there is potentialfor rehabilitating the natural forest back into their primary state over time. In orderto be financially viable, in the financial calculations one has baked in some potentialco-benefits in an income from these areas based on USD 5 per each annual tCaccumulated. The actual co-benefits may be rather large and an important part of thevalue of these forests, which is why one can consider this approach quite realistic.The Table 7 is a kind of special case where this responsibility has been given to PFMcommunities to manage jointly with a forest authority body. Some competent experton planning of environmental services should first be used to plan and design somecore forest areas and these calculations could then be adjusted to fit the remaininghigh native forest as replications in a second stage. Both current and future protectedforests can well be fitted into various categories without changes in financialanalysis. The PFM operations have been separated from the other high forestfinancial calculations due to their nature as sustainable forest management areas.The below in Table 5 presented action is important in order to rehabilitate the nativehigh forest and financially it is dependent on various co-benefits, which can beattached to these forest lands and the surrounding landscapes.Table 5.Closing and rehabilitation of high native forests without planting
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Production Unit Source of informationBaseline carbon stock an average tall naturalforest 827 tCO2/ha inaverage highforests Based on DNV MRVreport 2014
Carbon stock in 50% disturbed forests 662 tCO2/ha in50% disturbedforest Based on DNV MRVreport 2014
Annual biomass increment 12 tCO2/ha/year Moges et al. 2010Investment costBoundary delineation: 1st year USD 6/ha Local expert estimateRecurrent management costBoundary maintenance: annual USD 6/ha/year Local expert estimatePatrol/monitoring and fire protection USD 12/ha/year Local expert estimateRevenuesAssumed carbon price per ton C USD 5/tC Assumed price, whichhave a baked inpotentialfor co-benefitsPotential Co-benefitsRehabilitation of biodiversity (flora & fauna) Hugely important for this financial analysis to

break even. All these calculations would need
some first priority calculations, which could
then be replicated and adjusted over larger
areas of forests.

Various ecotourism and Spa incomeMedicinal and aromatic plants etc.Restored aquifers and water-based PESMitigation of climatic change (locally & globally)
Table 6. Rehabilitation of severely degraded high native forests without plantingProduction Unit SourceBaseline carbon stock 662 tCO2/ha Based on DNV MRVreport 2014Carbon stock in severely degraded naturalforests 50 tCO2/ha Arbonaut 2015
Annual biomass increment 12 tCO2/ha/year Moges et al. 2010Investment costBoundary delineation: 1st year USD 6/ha Local expert estimate
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Recurrent management costBoundary maintenance: annual USD 6/ha Local expert estimatePatrol/monitoring and fire protection USD 12/ha/year Local expert estimateRevenuesAssumed carbon price per ton C USD 5/tC Assumed price, whichhave a baked inpotentialfor co-benefitsAverage NTFP income USD 12/ha/year Household survey infoAverage NTFP harvest cost USD 6/ha Local expert estimatePotential Co-benefitsRehabilitation of biodiversity (flora & fauna) Hugely important for this financial analysis to
break eve. All these calculations would need
some first priority calculations, which could
then be replicated and adjusted over larger
areas of forests.

Reduced erosion on large areasVarious ecotourism and Spa incomeMedicinal and aromatic plants etc.Restored aquifers and water-based PESMitigation of climatic change (locally & globally)
The Table 7 below is separated from Table 6 above in that some 100,000 ha could be contractedout for sustainable managed Participatory Forest Management (PFM) operations with localrural communities.

Table 7. PFM agreements as sustainable forest management in high native forestsProduction Unit SourceBaseline carbon stock 662 tCO2/ha Based on DNV MRVreport 2014Carbon stock in severely degraded naturalforests 50 tCO2/ha Arbonaut 2015
Annual biomass increment 12 tCO2/ha/year Moges et al. 2010Investment costBoundary delineation: 1st year USD 6/ha Local expert estimateRecurrent management costBoundary maintenance: annual USD 6/ha Local expert estimatePatrol/monitoring and fire protection USD 12/ha/year Local expert estimate
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RevenuesPoles 3 tCO2/yr or 3m3/year starting from year3 forward USD 113/ha/yr Average price fromown householdinterviewsFuelwood 1m3 /year starting from year 3 USD 100/ha/yr Average price fromown householdinterviewsAverage NTFP income annually USD 12/ha/year Household survey infoPoles harvesting cost per m3 USD 15/m3/yr Local expert estimateFuelwood harvesting cost per m3 USD 5/m3/yr Local expert estimateAverage NTFP harvest cost USD 6/ha Local expert estimatePotential Co-benefitsRehabilitation of biodiversity (flora & fauna) Hugely important for this financial analysis
to break eve. All these calculations would
need some first priority calculations, which
could then be replicated and adjusted over
larger areas of forests.

Reduced erosion on large areasVarious ecotourism and Spa incomeMedicinal and aromatic plants etc.Restored aquifers and water-based PESMitigation of climatic change (locally &globally)In the financial calculation of Table 7 it has been set that one third of the annual growth of tCO2would be harvested by the local community households on an annual basis after year 3 of thePFM operations were started up. This would render the operations sustainable although itsomewhat slows down the speed of rehabilitation of these forest.Table 8. Commercial forest plantationsProduction Unit SourceBaseline carbon stock 5 tCO2/ha WBISPP, 2004 report(for unstockedgrassland i.e. oldbarren forestland)Annual biomass increment 22 m3/ha/year or48 tCO2/ha/year Moges et al. 2010
Biomass removal – all thinnings combined 113 m3/ha or 247tCO2/ha Bekele, 2011
Biomass removal – final harvesting 217 m3/ha or 475tCO2/ha Bekele, 2011
Investment cost
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Site preparation, marking, pitting & planting USD 829/ha Local expert estimateBoundary lineation: 1st year USD 6/ha Local expert estimateSeedling cost (1111 seedlings/ha): 1st year USD 256/ha Local expert estimateRecurrent management costBoundary maintenance: annual USD 6/ha Local expert estimateWeeding: annual operation years 1-3 USD 35/ha Local expert estimateThinning and pruning (some) and decoppicingyears 4, 6, 9, and 13 USD 66/ha Local expert estimate
Patrol/monitoring and fire protection: annual USD 6/ha/year Local expert estimateProject management: annual USD 105/ha/year Local expert estimateRevenuesAssumed carbon price per ton C USD 5/tC An assumed price,which is thought tohave baked in potentialco-benefitsSawn timber USD 207/m3 Mean local marketpricePoles USD 113/m3 Mean local marketpriceFuelwood USD 100/m3 Mean local marketpriceRound wood harvesting cost USD 15/m3 Local expert estimateFuelwood harvesting cost USD 5/m3 Local expert estimate
Co-benefitsOrganized sawn timber business All these calculations would need some first

priority calculations, which could then be
replicated and adjusted over larger areas of
plantations.

Reduced erosion on large areasSupport for biodiversity rehabilitationRestored aquifers and water-based PESMitigation of climatic change (locally& globally)
The financial analysis presented in Table 8 concerns commercial timber plantations,which should be able to largely substitute any current illegal timber harvesting in highnatural forests both via their economic returns and ease of operations. Table 3 presents
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a similar option as Table 8, but in this latter case the benefit of the woodlots isare mainlyfor small-holders and communities while the former is for proper business concepts.The financial returns from both commercial timber plantations (Table 8) and the small-holder and community woodlots are rather high over 20 years and these operations arerather organized, which means that both alternatives should be attractive for variousparties to carry out.In Table 9 presents actions on woodlands, which are particularly erosion prone andneed rehabilitation support in order to regain its forest vegetation. To be able to do thisrehabilitation financially sound some small sustainable forest cuttings for fuelwood andpoles could be allowed. The emphasis is on the word sustainable and clear guidance forwhat kind of wood resources to be cut are needed for those rural households, which areallowed to cut those trees and bushes. Particularly those sites, which are highly erosionprone, should be let alone completely, while elsewhere in less erosion prone areas morecan be cut.
Table 9. Assisted natural regeneration with enrichment planting

Production Unit SourceBaseline carbon stock 13 tCO2/ha Based on DNV MRVreport (2004)Annual biomass increment 13 m3/ha/year or28 tCO2/ha/year Adapted from HumboANR PPD
Average biomass removal roundwood startingfrom year 11 1 t/ha/year or 1.7tCO2/ha/year Adapted from HumboANR PPDAnnual biomass removal - fuelwood startingfrom year 4 0.5 t/ha/year or0.84tCO2/ha/year Adapted from SodoANR PPD
Investment costBoundary lineation: 1st year USD 1/ha Local expert estimatePlanting cost: 1st year USD 7/ha Local expert estimateSeedling cost (200native tree seedlings/ha): 1styear USD 46/ha Local expert estimate
Recurrent management costBoundary maintenance: annual USD 6/ha Local expert estimateThinning and pruning (some) and decoppicingyears 4, 6, 9, and 13 on ca. 75% of theseplantations (the remaining ca. 25% onparticularly erosion prone sites should be leftunharvested for erosion control purposes)

USD 21/ha Local expert estimate
Patrol/monitoring and fire protection: annual USD 6/ha/year Local expert estimate
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RevenuesCarbon tons sequestered on top of harvesting USD 5/ 1 tC/ha/yr An assumed price
Poles USD 113/m3 Mean local marketpriceFuelwood USD 100/m3 Mean local marketpriceRoundwood harvesting cost USD 17/m3 Local expert estimateFuelwood harvesting cost USD 6/m3 Local expert estimateAverage NTFP income USD 12/ha/year Household survey infoAverage NTFP harvest cost USD 6/ha Local expert estimate
Potential Co-benefits

 Substantially reduced erosion All these calculations would need some first
priority calculations, which could then be
replicated and adjusted over larger areas of
forests.

 Rehabilitation of biodiversity (flora &fauna)
 Some ecotourism and Spa incomesupport
 Medicinal and aromatic plants etc.
 Restored aquifers and water-based PES
 Mitigation of climatic change
In Table 10 is compiled and presented the results of the respective financial analyses ofthe above four priority strategic options with their respective sub-division financialcalculations as first presented in Tables 1-9. The financial analyses have been conductedwith 10% and 16% discounting rates for net present values and therefore there are alsotwo optional marginal abatement cost results for each action. However, as the two MACCcurves (for 10% and 16% inflation rates) look similar it was decided to includewe havehere included just the 10% MACC curves here.
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Table 10. Financial analysis results for the four top strategic options
NPV
USD

NPV
USD tCO2/ha Total

MACC
10%

MACC
16%

Action at 10% at 16% tCO2/hh Total ha MtCO2
USD/tCO2
e

USD/tCO2
e

Yield-increasing techniques for

Agriculture

Table 1

CSA -agroforestry and fertilizers 3,578.99 2,428.70 130.0 4373333 568.5 -27.5 -18.7

Sustainable fuelwood and

(commercial) charcoal use

Table 2

EES stoves 30% of population 837.76 581.33 34.4 77 -24.3 -16.9

Biogas subsidized 5% of popul. 3,415.61 2,272.16 153.9 114.8 -22.2 -14.8

Biogas all costs 5% of popul. 2,763.02 1,653.32 153.9 114.8 -18.0 -10.7

Table 3

Woodland woodlots* 5,318.12 2,782.98 607.2 1273000 429.4 -8.8 -4.6

Lower emitting techniques

for agriculture

Table 4

Small-scale irrigation & fertilizer 4,798.32 3,227.06 940.0 2515717 2364.8 -5.1 -3.4

Participatory Forest Management

Table 5

Closing high dense forest** 323.49 233.38 205.0 1195278 245.0 -1.6 -1.1

Table 6

Closing degraded high forest* 58.85 32.92 240.0 3700112 888.0 -0.2 -0.1

Table 7

PFM in high natural forests 1393.20 891.27 184.0 100000 18.4 -7.6 -4.8

Table 8

Commercial timber plantations 9,009.06 4,416.82 613.6 1520045 711.2 -14.7 -7.2

Table 9

ANR high forest 261.72 321.96 528.5 1159100 612.6 -0.5 -0.6

ANR woodlands 48.31 158.61 406.6 2807155 1141.3 -0.1 -0.4

*The construction wood is seen as carbon storage and thus included in the calculations.**Potential co-benefits are baked into the carbon income, which increases the carbonprice in these financial calculations.




